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Instructional Media Services gets multi-satellite
receiving dish to coordinate UNM programmi.ng

Contractors
endow UNM
college chair
By Keith Gould
The College of Engineering
established an endowed chair Monday with a $450,000 donation from
the New Mexico Building Branch of
the Associated General Contractors
of America.
State matching funds, as provided
by the 1984 Legislature, will bring
the total to $900,000.
An endowed chair is a pem1anent
position that is funded by the interest
from the endowment.
The chair is formally titled .. Construction, Engineering and Management,'' and it will be in the Department of Civil Engineering. "We arc
looking for someone who has experience in the construction industry
and academic stature,'' said Gerald
May, dean of the College of Engineering.

The newly installed gargantuan IMS satellite receiving dish dwarfs both cars and people in the parking lot of the
SUB kitchen.
By Keith Gbuld
and the School of Medicine have
UNM"' campus,'' said Donald
problems,'' said Boe'lmker~· ~ ·
Instructional Media Services
at the University of New Mexico
has received a $30,000 multisatellite earth receiving dish last
week.
Located behind the SUB, the
dish, the first of its kind at UNM,
is 30 feettall and 5 meters across.
"It's purpose is to coordinate
satellite programming for the

Boehnker, director of Instructional Media Services.
The dish will be able to receive
four satellite sources simultaneously, with the capability of
receiving 20. This capability wiJI
"eliminate the proliferation of
multiple smaller dishes on campus, which can create aesthetic

UNM's dish is one of two in
Albuquerque, the other is owned
by Albuquerque Cable Television. It's three primary uses will
be instructional purposes, continuing education, and teleconferencing. The Anderson School
of Management, the School of
Law, the College of Engineering,
the College of Arts and Sciences,

already expressed interest .in using the dish.

"We are hoping to have the
system hooked up by the first of
January," said Eliseo .. Cass"
Casillas, associate director of Instructional Media Services.
Casillas said full services should
be available by next semester.

An endowed chair attracts "the
top people in the field," said May.
"An endowed chair is the most pre- ·
stigious position in the University,"
he said. Although there have been
no formal interviews, May said, but
the department has a few people in
mind.
.. This donation is particularly
meaningful because it shows that
professionals in the community support their local university. This is a
sign of their confidence in us and a
sign of excellence in the program,"
May said.
This is the second endowed chair
the College of Engineering has received this year. The other, in microelectronics, became available fast
July and has not yet been filled.

N.M. Public Interest Research Group offers internship
By Juliette Torrez
The establishment of an internship program this coming spring
semester will allow students to
obtain class credit while "working
towards a positve social change,"
said Katie Skurja of the New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group.
Students interested in the program
have to fill out an application and
then get the approval of PIRG and a
faculty member who acts as a sponsor, said Skurja. The student will
also make a brief presentation on
what his area of interest is and set up
a ''plan of action.,.
The sponsor and the student are
responsible for setting up a working
schedule, said Skurja, while the
sponsor is responsible for grading
the student.

Skurja said the program is a good other universities. "We're just
opportunity for students to obtain opening the (internship) field up
class credit and put their education wider," she said.
to work while they are still in school,
Since this will be the first semeswhite they are helping work toward
a positive social change ...
The number of credit hours
earned can range from one to three,
said Skurja.
Examples of the internship include research on Title XX childcare funding and rental-law reform.
Skurja said interns have the option to
design their own research.
..Students can come to us with an
idea for an internship, or a faculty
member can have an idea for an internship and recommend a student
for the program," said Skurja.
Skurja said the format for the
NMPIRG internship program was
organized from similar programs at

ter the internship will be in effect,
said Skurja, there is no projection as
to the number of people the program
can
"Hopefully it will pick

up over the semesters.," she said.
•students interested in the internship program can call NMPIRG
at 277-2758.

Student Indian group sponsors
forum for Indian state legislators
On the evening 1Jf Dec. 7. 1984. the Southwest Indian Student Coalition,
in conjunction with the Associated Students ofthe University of New Mexico
Lobby Committee, is hosting a legislative forum and reception for recently
elected and re-elected American Indian state legislators. The reception and
forum will start at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.
A news release stated that the upcoming legislative session promises to be
very controversial because of gains made by the conservatives, the problems
within the Democratic Party and the current economic conditions, the release
stated. At the same time Indian representation in the New Mexico Legislature
has almost doubled.
Scottu.-.wavt.t,'
The. agenda for the forum includes a talk by each of the. Indian legislators
Presidennnd
Mrs.
John
.Perovich
hang
a
wreath
outside
their
home
during
the
traditional
,.. on.the issues facing the 1985 Legislature and an analysis of the elections. of:
1984 and projections of their impact.
caroling and Hanging tJf the Greens.
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GOL!jEN GATE RESTAURANT
Chi,ese food- Szechuem afld Mandarifl

- M·F: Lunch open 11·2/Dinner open 5·9 -.
- SaturdalJ Open 12·9SaturdalJ alll}ou ·can eat buffet
just $3.95 or A La Carte dishes
Call in - CarriJ out
Address: 138 Hartlard SE
Phone:256-9704

.

Wire Report

by UPI

Palestinians take credit for diplomat's murder
mand at the Jordanian Embassy in
VIENNA - A Jordanian diplo- the Palestinian people.''
Sucharest, was ambushed at 8:05
The
attack
followed
a
meeting
of
mat with close ties to King Hussein
was shot to death Tuesday as he left the Palestinian parliament-in-exile a.m. as he and his son left the hotel
his hotel to take his 5-year-old son to in Amman where Palestinian fac- where Mufti was living temporarily
school, .officials said. A Palestinian tions loyal to Arafat gathered to re- with his family.
terrorist group claimed responsibil- elect him as leader .
The diplomat was the son of Said
ity for the killing.
Western diplomatic sources Al-Muni, a prime minister in the
The diplomat, Counsellor Azmi \ quoted witnesses as saying the door· 1950's, and comes from the Circasal Mufti, was shot in the head four man chased the killer. after he sian minority, which is fiercely loyal
times, a spokesman for the Jorda- ambushed Mufti, the second in com- to King Hussein.
nian Embassy said. His son, Said,
was not injured, the spokesman
said.
Mufti's wife, Dina, was in the
cafeteria of the Hotel Bucharest at
ROANOKE, Va.- Evangelist Jerry Falwell testified Tuesday he was so
the time of the shooting and ran out angry he felt like weeping when he read an ad parody in Hustler magazine
to the front of the building when she
saying he had sex with his late mother in an outhouse.
heard the gunshots and the cries of
Falwell, bolstered by character testimony by Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N .C.,
her son, witnesses said.
said he filed a $45 million libel suit against Hustler publisher Larry Flynt
The assassin was identified as because the ad damaged his reputation as a minister and ''besmirched my
Ahmed Moh'd Ali Hersh, 27, a stumother's memory."
dent in Bucharest, the Romanian dear
Flynt's attorneys say the ad in the sexually explicit magazine was clearly
state news agency Agerprcs said.
''The killer was identified and labeled as a parody - a joke not to be taken seriously.
Attorney Alan Issacman said the idea for the ad was purchased from an
apprehended right away,'' Agcrprcs
outside
agency and Flynt was not the author.
said. "He is Ahmed Moh'd Ali
"lhave
never been as angry as I was at the moment (when I read the ad),"
Hersh, 27, born in Salfit-Nablus,
Falwell. ''I really felt like weeping."
and has a Jordanian passport issued said
The ad, which ran in the November 1983 and January 1984 issues of
by the Bucharest Embassy of ti><J
Hustler,
pictured Falwell, a professed teetotaler, next to a bottle of liquor
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan."
with
the
headline: "Jerry Falwell Talks About His First Time,"
It said the assassin was a student at
The
ad,
enlarged to a 4-foot poster for the jury of eight women and four
the Bucharest Construction Institute
men,
featured
a ficticious interview quoting Falwell as saying he and his
and was known among Arab stumother got drunk and had sex in an outhouse.
dents as being ''unbalanced.''
Falwell said the allegation of incest was especially hurtful because his
A group claiming to be the
mother
raised him after his father died when he was 15 and influenced him to
Palestinian terrorist band Black
September claimed responsibility be a Christian.
Helen Falwell died in 1977 at age 82 and was ''theclosest to a saint I have
for the shooting, claiming in an
ever
known," the evangelist said.
anonymous phone call to a French
"My mother means more to me than anyone who has ever lived ... the only
news agency that Jordan "plotted
with the traitor Y asser Arafat against way Mr. Flynt could have hurt me more is to physically injure my wife and
children.
Falwell called Flynt "a porn king" whose magazine is "a poison in the
mind of America" because it demeans women and subverts the morals of
men.
He said he filed suit against Flynt and other sex magazine publishers who
have traded on his reputation because "I did not want a pornographer to make
a dollar off Jerry Falwell."

Falwell testifies in Hustler libel trial

Feminine Attire
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2937 Monte Vista NE

11101 Menaul NE

First meeting for neighborhood planning tonight
By Kristie Jones
If you live within the Silver Hills,
University Heights or Sycamore
neighborhoods, you may be interested finding out how the areas
will change during the update of the
1978 area plan.
Residents, property owners, business people and architects are in-

8206 Lomas N.E.
262-2090
' ENGINE GUARDS
' LUGGAGE RACKS
• CASE SAVERS

be submitted to the city of Albuquerque in March. ''This isn't something
the city is doing to the neighborhood," she said. ''It's something
the neighborhood is doing for the
city."
The final plans will be submitted
to the mayor by June, Jones said.
For more infom1ation, call 766-

The University of New Mexico Student Health Center has included a
question in its patients' health-history profile that hopefully will provide
clues to the presence of eating disorders, a center spokesperson said.
Although the effects of anorexia nervosa are extreme and therefore easily
spotted, sufferers of bulimia are usually of near-normal weight and more
difficult to recognize and diagnose, the spokesperson said.
Norma Jean Wilkes, founder of the Association of Anorexia Nervosa and
Associated Disorders of Albuquerque which provides support groups for
anorexics and bulimics, said, ':Bulimia is now emerging as the larger
problem. It really is a closet illness.''
Eating disorders can be triggered by many things, but the most frequent
causes in women arc traumas such as incest or abuse, Wilkes said.
"Usually it is a way of numbing feelings or avoiding intimacy. The
disorder can also be a way of gaining control over a life that seems controlled
by others. And this may not be a conscious reaction.'' Wilkes said.
The latest research on bulimia has indicated a possible link between
bulimia and alcoholism. This is viable connection because both arc compulsive behaviors. Wilkes said.
The American fitness craze has also added a new dimension to the
di~ordcr.

"Compulsive exercise is occurring more frcLJucntly now a~ a symptom
which h tied up with eating disorders. There is u high incidence of"thi~ kind of
behavior among athletes," Wilkes said.
Wilkes is the coordi11ator of the anorexia and bulimia self-help group that
meets every Tuesday from 7 to 9 p.m. atthe Women's Center. The group was
The pressures of dead week sometimes prove to .be too much, but don't catnap too long,
established three years ago.
The New Mexico Center for Treatment of Eating Disorders is sponsoring finals are only three days away.
three workshops during the holiday season.
An intensive four-day-treatment program on bulimia and compul>ive
overeating will be held Dec. 13 through 16 and again from Jan. 7 through 10.
g-For more information, contact Norma Jean Wilkes at 266-0459.

FUNDING APPLICATIONS
for fiscal year 1985-1986
are available now from the
GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION.

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS FROM ZOMEWORKS
Solar Music Box: $23.00
many tunes available
No Batteries!

We also have maximum-minimum thermometers,
books and more for a sunny Christmas

'30-50% OFF

the problems and potentials in the
neighborhood," Jones said. "The
next meeting is for open community
discussion and 6Uggestions. The
basic idea is to assess the value of the
'78 plan and update our goals." She
said that transportation and the' 'fate
of the community c~nter are big concems for a lot of p.:ople there."
Jones snid a draft of the plans will

By Carla Villa

Solar Beanie
$10.50

LT 125-$1269.00
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

meetings will help update plans
made for the neighborhood are&s in
1978. "We' II see how effective the
land use is, what kind of changes can
be made and everyone can help plan
for new developments,'' she said.
The first meeting will be tonight
at the Heights Community Center at
7:30.
''The first meeting is to discuss

Support groups available
to anorexics and bulimics

li'fiiiii~,._'!!.,..E:,._

SUNRISE CYCLES

vited to the first in a series of four
meetings held to discuss the plan
today.
Among those attending the series
will be a spokesperson for the Environmental Planning Commission
and City Councilman Steve Gallegos, said Susan Jones, one of the
organizers for the meetings.
Jones said that those present at the

If your student organization was fund<•d f{n· 1984-1985 and you wish to lw considcn•d for fundin,t.t;
fo1· next year, or if you are a 1ww organizttlion sN•king fi111diug from the GSA, pkk up your lmdgd
applieation today at the GSA oiBcc in Hoom 200 of tlw Nt•w ~lt>xico t' nion. Call us at 277-380.'3 if
~~ou ha\'l' questions.

*********************************************************************************
A FUNDING WORKSHOP WILL BE HELD FOR ALL
ORGANIZATIONS SEEKING FUNDING FOR 1985-1986.
"~his workshop

is designed to aid you in filling out the GSA budget application. Budp;l•t Application
forms will be available at the workshop which willlw ]wid at 2:00p.m., Nov em hn lG, in nuom 230
of the N M UNION. Hefi·t•slunents will hl' sen·C'Cl at t]Jl• workslwp.

ZOMEWORKS CORPORATION
1221 Edith, NE
phone: 242-53511

Beat The Christmas Rush
Shoes
Buyl
Get 1 Free

Garfield
50% off

Add passion to

your punch with
Everclear 190
proof grain
alcohol

Portable

lladlo
dth

Boxed
Cards
Buy2
Getl
Free

Headphones
7.95

iiiic1iii-i~iiiit-ii~a--·----------------100% cotton. It's purple with ted and White Everclear \og'o.
Only$415 Please send me OIJANITI'( s_M_L_XL_

tverclear 'Purple Passionate'T-Shirts for a total ofS~~~~
SendrnoneyordetoruooyrurMaM.,wdO

ViaO
t.p.da!e,~~~~-

Aoet. N

CityiS<ate'---~~----~-~-Zip•·-- - - - - - - - , . ,

34

~~·------~---------~----------

MAIL '1'0: "PurPle l>usJonate•
SOO • 3rd Ave. W.. SeaiUe, WA 98119
A1law • ta 6....l<s delivory. Ollar"""" in us
Offer villd where pm11ihilod by taw lal<ed
or <>therwiM - o d by law.llo prodtk:l ~ """"'""'~~· Evercleat bottled by World Wide
Dlor!illed l'rodutu Company, St Loubl, MO 63139.

onw.

·--~·~-~---~·-···--·---------M-··········-

general
store
8117 Menaul NE

111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)

403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe
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Save lives all year long;
indulge, bu:t don't drive

ASNM united on legislative platform
By John Schoeppner

I

The holiday season traditionally means lots of celebrating and for
many thi.s means consuming large quantities of alcohol. Nothing
unusual about that except that some people try to drive automobiles
after Imbibing. Driving while intoxicated has received much attention
recently because of the large numbers of alcohol-related traffic accidents.
Some examples. of the alternatives that have been talked about
include establishing a national drinking age and abolishing "2-for-1"
specials at bars.
These solutions have their pros and cons, but each will take the
passage of some sort of regulation and that means it will be awhile
before official solutions to the problem are in place.
In the meantime, some groups have thought of voluntary measures that individuals can take to help solve the problem.
KFMG, a local radio station, has a program called Life-Ride, a
service which provides free rides on weekend nights to those who are
too drunk to drive themselves. It is the first year-round program in
New Mexico. The station has planned two other programs called
"Sober Stops," motor homes where people could stop and sober up
before continuing to drive, and "Designated Driver," which would
enlist the help of bars. The bars would provide free non-alcoholic
drinks to the person in a group who pledged to stay sober and drive.
There are also holiday programs offered by Anna Kaseman Hospital and the American Automobile Association.
In order to succeed these programs must be used. All too often,
people Ignore the fact that they are endangering thelr own lives as
well as those of others.
Christmas is a time to have fun and indulge, but more importantly it
is a time to reaffirm the committment to care for everyone around you
all year long. Be considerate. Don't drive if you're drunk.
By Alan H. Pope

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
lk'iAI/1,

FlAT RATe
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I
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... commentarg
Silly debate illustrates tragedy of language abuse

-..tellers
Here comes Santa Claus
Editor:
Your Nov. 26, 1984 editorial sadly revealed to me that the sacks of
the shopping mall Santas are lined with money instead of wishes and
candy canes. I, too, know that the childhood excitement of a shopping
trip falls solely in the lap of the jolly, rosy-cheeked St. Nick and the
remainder of the trip is then well tolerated only by the taste of Santa's
peppermint gift. If this is not still true today then someone ought to do
something to correct it. I, being the real, true Santa Claus, not "one of
his helpers" feel it is my duty to travel from the North Pole to Albuquerque, New Mexico at my first opportunity to do just that. I want to
converse with my helpers and remind them of our purpose, but while
I am in yourfaircity I would like to see some ofthechildren, have them
sit on my lap, give me their wish list and accept a candy cane from me.
Because of the emergency nature of this visit and the need to
continue operations at the North Pole, I will fly by commercial airline
to Albuquerque, but must leave my elves, reindeer, and sleigh at
home. I plan to be a the University of New Mexico Student Union
Building from 4-6 p.m. Wednesday, December 12.1n addition, I have
sprayed myself with a special spray so I will be visible in photographs,
however nobody will be permitted to sell you any photographs, so
please bring your own cameras.
I look forward to visiting Albuquerque both on December 12 and as
usual on Christmas Eve.
Merry Christmas to all and to all a goodnight,
Brett P Kamerman
Mr. Santa Claus
North Pole, Earth

We have survived through
almost all of 1984 without too
many Orwellian disturbances.
Whethar Orwell's vision of newspeak and doublethink has captured our too literate tongues
will be judged by later historians.
However, the recent, brief, verbal eruption concerning a per
diem fee for the work of presi·
dent-designate Farer on his recent trip to New Mexico illustrates, in a minor way, Orwell's
contention that the abuse of language is the tragedy of our time.
It was a silly debate, which, I
suppose, was the reason that
some were so quick to criticize
Fater. Other people, in contrast,
argue that Farer should be paid
for the work he did. President
Perovich had verbally agreed to
a per diem fee, and out of respect
for that office the University and
regents should have honored the
agreement. Some wonder why
anyone, even a president-to-be,
should work for free in our capi·
talistic land, where payment for
work rendered is the heart of our
system.
Perhaps the only seriously de·
batable issue was the amount to
be paid. Five hundred dollars a
day sounds like Eastern union
wages. Here, out West, where
unions have a more difficult
time, the pay scale is much
lower.
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Time is running out. The State
Legislature will soon convene to
determ.ine, amongst other
Things, the fate of postsecondary education in New
Mexico for the next fiscal year.
The State Board of Educational
Finance has already given the

gents may seek to cancel the new
president's contract are unfounded.
I meant today, however, to
write about Christmas. One of
the Lobo staff writers has been
polling people on campus about
what they want for Christmas.
This question proved to be my
undoing; I had an almost endless
list of things I thought I need and
want. Then, I remembered an
essay one of my students had
written about the meaning of
Christmas and the spirit of giving
and sharing.
She wrote about the many
poor and homeless people here
in Albuquerque. She wrote ab·
out the hundreds ofthousands of
Americans sleeping under
bridges and in alleyways, for
words reached him concerning whom the American dream re·
this issue, he should not be dis· mains only a hazy illusion. And,
turbed- it was only that free- almost too far away to visualize,
spirited, lawless, Western style she described the cries of hunger
of speaking, a sort of prickly cac- and starvation in Mexico, in
tus growth that thrives in the de· Ethiopia, in India -throughout
the world.
sert.
My own thoughts jumped
Now that Regent Jaramillo
has finally signed Farer's con· back to Orwell and 1984. Too
tract, we hope that he will con- often we become trapped in our
tinue to lead the regents in a poli- own wordy doublethink world.
cy of cooperation with the Uni- Buried within the many themes
versity. In addition, I have it from of 1984 was the story of love and
a good source- a dream- that compassion between Winston
the two new regents to be and Julia. We should, at this upappointed by Governor Anaya coming time of Christmas
will be dedicated to a positive celebration, let our compassion
policy of planning and change. guide us in the spirit of giving
Any lingering fears that the re· and sharing.

In this brief, journalistic skirmish, Farer, once again, demonstrated his pragmatic wisdom by
deciding not to press his legitimate claim for compensation. If
any of the rude, wild wind of

at lht UniVJnity at Ntw Mni"

tions on spending levels for
higher education. Education
proponents have geared up to
answer every possible question.
Alliances are being made, and
platforms have been set.
The Associated Students of
New Mexico have risen from the
dead and are completely united
on a legislative platform. ASNM
is now comprised of all four-year
public institutions in New Mex·
ico, most two-year institutions,
lV-1 and many private schools.
Included in the ASNM legislative
platform is the recognition that
adequately salaried faculty and
staff are necessary for the vitality liJI•..-.:
of our schools. The Associated
Students thereby endorsed an
across-the-board, 10 percent in· Iaiii.....
crease of salaries for all faculty
and staff of New Mexico's twoyear, four-year and vocationaltechnical institutions, The BEF
recommended an 8 percent increase. It is importantto point
out, however, that UNM ranks
very low in facuiW salaries for
Category I institutions. An 8 per•
cent salary increase would probably just keep UNM from slip·
ping any further below the
national average.
Perhaps the most important
issue ASNM addressed is finan·
cia I aid. The federal government,
under Reagan's Administration,
has attempted to decrease its responsibility to the students of
our nation. Most evident oft his is
the proposed elimination of both
the Supplemental Education
Opportunity Grant (SEOG), and
the State Student Incentive
Grant (SSIG) programs. Coupled
together, almost one million
awards would be lost by these
changes. Although the Reagan
Administration has asked the
Congress not to fund those prog·
rams each year for the last three
years, Congress has continued
to fund both the SEOG and the
SSIG. However, their allocation
levels have not increased since
Fiscal Year 19SO.
Students in New Mexico cannot afford to have their financial
aid programs d~stroyed. Fami·
lies of our state have a low per
capita income, much lower than
the national average. The SSIG
program is currently funded at
the ratio of one federal dollar to
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every state dollar. If the federal
government withdrew its support for this, it would mean a loss
of almost $400,000 to New Mexico students. The Associated
Students of New Mexico asked
for an allocation, from the state
of New Mexico, of $1 million to
the SSIG. The Board of Educa'tional Finance unanimously
accepted this proposal. The
State. Legislature now has the responsibility to the students of
New Mexico to allocate those
needed funds.
Granted, one million dollars is
a big increase over last year's
allocation. But in reality, it would
barely make up for revenue we
anticipate to lose from the federal government. When we should
ba gaining ground on making
post-secondary education a
right, and not a privilege, we are

fighting hard not to lose ground.
The backward steps we took in
1981, in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, will probably
never be reversed. This Act eliminated over $2 billion in Social
SecuriW education benefits, restricted eligibility in Guaranteed
Student Loans and reduced
spending limits on other student
aid programs. We can, however,
prevent further anti-student
sentiments from becoming doctrine in our society.
Post-secondary education is in
serious trouble in New Mexico,
and the United States. We can
help to alleviate some of our
problems by petitioning our
State Legislature to adequately
support our schools. ASNM realizes this is not an easy task, but a
necessary battle for the students
of our state.
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NATURAL SOUND
BREAKS THE
RECORD AND TAPE
PRICE BARRIER

....co

___,

N~w

Madonna-Like a Virgin $5.99
(album or cassette)
Chaka Khan-1 Feel for You $5.99
(album or cassette)
Frankie Goes to HollywoodWelcome to the Pleasure Dome
(double LP) $8.97 album or cassette
prices good through Dec. 16
Hours: 10·9 Moo-sat
11·8 Sunday

119 Harvard SE

255·8295

:t:f!~r!f!J!fliii.£
;..:;

iJ

.. ---=JO!JJ;Jl;!;J'~it.(~---7?"

~ra@.rt;./{~Js ~ ~,e.f.J

wishing to you

and
yourfamUy
the happiest
Holiday Spirit . . .

2locations
107 Cornell SE 262-1555
11030 Menaul Blvd. NE 298-5200
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Filmfest recognizes UNM student work

Arts

By Greg Andersen

Theater classes

Backstage
and more
The University of New Mexico
theater arts department is offering
the following classes during the
spring semester for students in·
terested in what happens backstage;
Introduction to Stage Craft 192,
Costume Design I 95 and Lighting
196.

For students interested in contem·
pory theater, Modern Theater 235
and Satiric Drama 495 arll offered.

The dance department is offering
introductory dance courses includ·
ing Ballet 149, Modern Dance 249,
Flamenco 368 and Jazz 49.5.

Two UniversitY of New Mexico studQnts were among the. three
t1nalists in the second annual New Mexico FUm and Video Festival's .
student catagory.
.
Awards in all catagories were presented Nov. 17 in Popejoy Uall,
concluding two days of festivities. Unfortunately for theNew Mexico
contestants Phylis Jerslow, aUCLA graduate student, tookthe student
honors in pari because of her effective utilization of New Mexico
scenery.·
Although the two UNMfi!lalists, Aru:on Carr Md Steven Baniste(,
didn't win, their rellp!:Ctive films Were. well received by thosll in
attendance.
UNM continues to domininate in the student catagocy .In last year's
inaugural festival, all thre~ finalists were UNM students.
The student catagocy is •'very good for stu~ent filmmakers throughc
out the state," said lraJaffe, 11ssociate professqr of f'ilm in the College
of Fine Arts and one ofthefestival'sjudges. Thecatagory was added at
. Jaffe's suggllstion because, he said, "We nee~ to develop the filmmakers. he.re.
"lt'sim~ortant thllt studllnts be encouraged, especially since we
don't have a full•fledged. film department," Jaffe added.
The films l:ly Jerslow, Carr and Banister were chosen out of afield of

more than. tOO submitt~d. said Jaffe, Carr, a 2l ..year·bl4West M~sa
· .High SchOol graduate, was mildly sull?ris\ld that his project, The
Traitor, ma,de the fin!IJ . cut.
felt really ~oo~ because my tilmwas ·
just a Super-S film," Carr satd, ''Idtdn'ttbmk ltWP)lld g~(tll!lt f.ar.''
. ... The 4!/z minute animated movie i$ about a mana!(~ IJis family
(represented by clay figures) who g~t in a lailqdispt~tewitnthe'l!nny.
The Hall and Qates' song "Famlly Man.'' serves as the movie's
soundtrack,· and the film ends when tile army fil)ally catches up With
the family and kills them.
. . ... . ··.·.. . \ . ·.• .·.....·......••. ·. ·. ·
Summing up the theme pf liThe Tr11itor•. Jl!ffe saidtbe film is about
''the tragedy of violence and war." ·. . .··•···· ...•...·. ·.•·.·•·•.· ·.·.. : , :
B11nister's film, Prelude, was hi& attempt to mali:e a moving pollm
out of a &eemingly commonplace environ!llent- the!lveraa~elevator.
Approximlltely · six minute~ in length, the film involves vano~s
people appearing within an elevator -the dQ9rclp~jngan,d P~ning to
f!lveal "a new world of people, anew setpfpenonalitieseachtime,"
Jaffe sair.f.
. ·
·•
...· .· .•.....· · ·• ·.. · . ·. . · .·
'Ibe Film and Video Festival is organi~d by fue.fll,~. Fib:l'l U'ltn·
mission, an agency of theN .M. Deparlment ofTou~m.!lf\dec~nomic
Development. Its purpose is to encour11ge tb~ prod11~linn of films Jn
New Mexico. The festival is open to everyone; the ()JII)' stipulation
being th11t the project must be done in New Mexico, (In ft~ct, one
· catagory in the festival is the "B.est. Location" award~)

:·n
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20%
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Offer ends 12·24·84

1425 Wyoming NE - North of 1·40 293·1860
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Forthetannedlook
of summertime.
All the time.
Anytl·me.
1 - - - at Christmastime.

0li~'2C) _

FREE

\~:::~fl/

One Session
a $4.00 value
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TANNING ~9Cl:trBS
America's Healthy & Safer Way To Tan

2601 Juan Tabo N.E 1594 Sara Rd.

298·5450

-~·

Ask about our gusrsnlee!

Rio Rancho

Our tanning equipment Is certified to meet FDA standards
(Expires 2·1·85)
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New Hours: 6:30am -12pm Daily

I FREE French Fries o 0z
I1Wtt· h t·h·1s coupon and the Parchase..9.n D.

I

1

• of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more) -~ ::::.

266-0550 Across from Johnson Gym 2400 Central SE

Fronti:;e&;:;aarant

Home of the Latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade Sweetroll
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JOSEPH N. RANDLE. MGR
WILLIAMS S. HAYS. OWNER

266·7705
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.$1.00 OFF

A CAR WASH
expires Januarv 31, 1985

The Rain Tunnel car wash
5101 Lomas

OI'EN M·F 8:30·5:00
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1830 Lomas NE
4700 Menaul NE
5231 Central

4000 Barbara Loop SE (Rio Rancho)
10015 Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE (In Eldorado Sq.)
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Debate:
some alii ....... l•mlnariM • • • bat

are they?

See (Milt!. 9

Safety:

Giving:

Santa:

Three loeal bilsiMI!ItS .UisponiiOr
free ridd home lfyoa don't want to drite

Brother Patrlek of the Good
Shepherd Manor lUkes lbe holidays mer·

A hearty ho, ho, ho Is jillt one ot
aeveral pldelfnes to belq a good Santa.

Seep~~etO

Sfepagell

11ome drunk.

rler for hit "Family!'

Seepqel3
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!vlonday Lunch Special
All You Can Eat $4.95
Lunch 11 a.m. • 2 p.m.
Monday tluough Ftlday

I
Luminarias, farolitos cause mass confusion in N.M.
nurius

The Only Thai Restanraut In Town

What do you want for Christmas?

Dinnet· 5 p.m. - 8:80
Saturday 5:00p.m. to 9:00p.m.

247-9205

106 Buena Vista

(Across from UNM, behind 31 Flavors)

~--------~--------------------

Alan Pope English professor.
''A non-violent coup d'etat wherever they need it. "

Yvonne Metivier teacher.
''My husband promised me I
could get a face-lift this year. "

Tony Marquez, English professor. ''An honest, cheap University president. ''

Happy
Holidays
from

Perm

Young . rJfg
. ain

:J{air Salon

Special

Faro/itos line the path to President Perovich's house during the festive evening of the Hanging of the Greens.

with

By Kristie Jones

conditioner,
cut & style

Monday - Saturday

$22.50

294-5215

with this ad

2306 Morris N.E.

long hair extra

Tom Farer, UNM's next president. "I want to spend time with
family. We usually go to Canada
for Christmas and stop in Vennont
for two or three days to do some
skiing."

Richard Berthold, histozy professor. "Tom Parer's job. Either
that or a really good haircut. "

Michael Ross, student. ''Big
bucks. I don't care where it comes
from, I need it."

by Juliette Torrez
the actor at age 14 in junior high
school and put Dillon in "Over
the Edge" (1978) as a tough
street kid, Several top flight
roles followed, with Dillon
becoming a new symbol of
teenage rebellion in "My
Bodyguard," "Little Darlings,"
"Tex," "The Outsiders,"
"Liar's · Moon"
and
"Rumblefish." But in "The
Flamingo Kid," there is a new
Matt Dillon to be discovered.
Sure, he's still a legend in his
owtl neighborhood, but he's a
tumblefish out of water with a
flair for comedy and a crush on
shapely newcomer Janet Jones.

In Love," a;;d Jessica Walter (as
the status-conscious Mrs.
Brody) is best remembered for
asking Clint Eastwood to "Play
Misty For Me."

Director Garry Marshall
shoots for the stars

It's Christmastime in New Mexico. It's
time for biscochitos, chiles on the tree,
eggnog and the traditional Great LuminariaFarolito Debate.
The item in question is the decorative
lighting seen on walkways and atop buildings all around the state. Jn brown paper
bags, weighted by sand, sits a small, longbuming candle, They are commonly referred
to as •'luminarias'' (little fires).
But some say the use of "luminaria" is
wrong and the proper name for the little bags
of light is ''farolitos" (little lanterns).
Historically, luminarias came first. They
were used by shepherds in order to protect
sheep from wolves and thieves, and, according to legend, were seen by the angels on the

For director Garry Marshall,
"The Flamingo Kid" is a
comedy right up his alley.
Known for his knack with
youthful casts of hit TV shows
such as "Happy Days'' and
"Laverne & Shirley," Marshall

A NEW MATT DILLON ... ON THE MOVE
OK, smart guy! What would
you do if you were Jeffrey
Willis? It's your last summer
before choosing between college and jobless oblivion. Now
comes a summer dream job at
the ritzy El Flamingo Beach
Club, a luxurious haunt of the
New York rich absolutely drip·
ping easy money and overrun
with beautiful girls. You rub
more than shoulders with a
gorgeous blonde coed visiting
from California, you are taken
under the wing of the Club's
resident "get·rich·quick" artist
and, suddcmly, college is coming in a very distant second.

So, in September, what will it
be? For Matt Dillon as Jeffrey
Willis in Twentieth Celltury
Fox's "The }'lamingo Kid,'' the
decision won't be easy.
Everyone has an idea about
what he should do with his life
-and they're ALL wrong.

Flair for comedy
As the bti~ht but less than
"Easy Strec:" smart Jeffrey,
Matt Dillon takes on a role
tailored to show the talented
young actor in a new light.

Although he is only 20, Matt
Dillon has starred in eight films
since a casting director found

Also starring is a seasoned trio
of top performers. Richard
Crenna (as slick sports car
dealer Phil Brody) recently
made his mark in "Body Heat"
and "First Blood," and will
soon reteam with Sylvester
Stallone in a second "Blood"
called "Rambo:" Hector
Elizondo (as Jeffrey's concerned father) was last seen in
the hilarious "Young Doctors

guides ''The Flamingo Kid" on
the heels of his first hilarious
feature, "Young Doctors in

Love."
For a dash of summet in the
dead of wintet, here comes
"The Flamingo Kid.' 1 Your last
days before college were never
this hot and bothered.

But farolitos are different. Used as a decorative light, the farolito tradition evolved
from a trade relationship between the Spanish Philippines and China. The Chinese had
used lanterns as decoration during festivities
for thousands of years, and the Spanish borrowed the custom.
Along with cloth, ivory Santos, statuary,
spices and other Philippine exports, Chinese
paper lanterns journeyed to the major port of
New Spain - Mexico - at Vera Cruz.

In time, the farolito made its way north to
New Mexico- still a fragile object made of
imported paper. The lanterns were expensive
and difficult to obtain, and not many survived the rough journey from Mexico to the
newly civilized post of Santa Fe.
But when the Anglos from the East came
down the Santa Fe trail, they brought with
them paper bags. Inexpensive, sturdy and
easily procured, the paper bags were an obvious solution to the problem.
John Kessell, history professor at the University of New Mexico, said he thought the
luminaria is the small pine fire used to celebrate Christmas by some families. "I'm not
sure how the terms got switched around,'' he
said.
Thus, a luminaria would be a ceremonial

Jus-t a few ot -the ?Y't\hovtS of
Christmas Ideas ~rom our Z. s+ores:

"Dance Fever" star in
major film role
The tall, sunny blonde shines in
her first major film role after
brief appearances in "One
From the Heart'' and "Grease
11." A veteran at age 22 of five
sca\ons on TV's "Dance Fever''
team, Janet Jones will follow
her role in "The Flamingo Kid"
by starring in the eagerly
awaited film version of "A
Chorus Line."

night of Christ's birth.
In pre-Christian times, the people of what
is now Spain used ceremonial fires at nightto
light their feasts and to announce the celebrations to their deities. As "little fires," they
were literally baptized during the Spanish
conversion to Catholicism.

Wool lN!C)

~(o~
~e&'

H~t

wi-"'

fire with religious overtones, while a farolito
is a lantern for decoration and invitation to
join the holiday spirit.
Making the lights is simple. A small grocery bag (the size of a lunch bag), a long
burning candle and some sand will make
exactly one farolito/luminaria. They are
placed along sidewalks, on rooftops, and
anywhere they can be easily seen. Placement
is important because the purpose of the lights
- besides being festive - is to guide the
Holy Family to the manger.
As far as the Great Luminaria-Farolito debate is concerned, you can choose either
name. It isn't clear how the terms were
mixed up, and it is possible that the two
traditions simply melted into one. But whatever the case, the lights are pretty nnd arc
there to be enjoyed.jFeliz Navidad!
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Hospital, radio station and AAA offer
holiday programs for drinking drivers
By J.P. Wiesen
Although the American Automobil~ Association ~f
New Mexico is unsure whether they wtll sponsor their
Dial-a-Ride program this year, two other progr~ms
will get you home if you've had too much to drmk.
Anna Kaseman Hospital will sponsor a two·d.ay
program and local radio station Rock KFMG 108, With
the help of several concerned business owne.rs, will
provide their year-round program for the hohdays.

***

Bobby Santiago of AAA, the originators of t~e
Dial-a-Ride program, said money for the program IS
tight, but said that he thinks the program will run for I I
consecutive days during the holiday season. Santiago
said the specifics of Dial-a-Ride would be rele~sed
later this week but added that AAA would defimtcly
run their Dial-a-Ride program on Dec. 31.
(/}Their telephone number is 884-6611.

Tai Chi,
Kung Fu

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books
3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Next To Lobo Theater
Call 268-7023

SWEETS TO EAT!
• FUDGE:

• Chocolate
• Rodf.y Hoad

• Vanilla·
Choc-olate Swirl
• Mint Chocolate
Chip
• Nutty Choeolate

yetto get started, but "Kidd" Stuart of Rock 108 said
the programs will begin within 12 months.
Life Ride began two weeks ago and Stuart said it has
already made an impact. ''We had 30 people use Life
Ride last weekend," he said. "Considering the
amount of time the program has been in operation,
that's a good start," he said.

' 'We had 30 people use Life Ride
last weekend,'' Stuart said. ''Considering the amount of time the program has been in operation, that's a
good start,'' he said.

** *

In its second year, Anna Kaseman Hospital's Make
Albuquerque Safe for the Holidays program will be
offered Dec. 21 and 31 from 4 p.m. to 4 a.m.
Lynn Villella, director of public relations at Pr~
sbyterian Hospital, said the hospital decided to begm
their service on Friday, Dec. 21. because: "APD
(Albuquerque Police Department) tells us that poten·
tially it's the bloodiest day of the year."
The hospital began the program last year because,
she said, ''No one abhors needless slaughter more than
hospital people.
''We looked at thestats, and it seemed like a natural
thing for a community hospital to do," she said.
t{1Cali898-MASH if you need a ride on either of the
two nights.

* **

Rock 108 will continue its Life Ride program through·
out the holiday season. Life Ride is the first of three
pmgrams the radio station will sponsor. The other two
programs. Sober Stops and Designated Driver, have

Life Ride is distinct in that it is the first year-round
program offered in New Mexico. The program will run
every Friday and Saturday from II p.m. to 2 a.m. and
on traditional holidays from 4 p.m. to 4 a.m.
"We decided that with our audience in the 18-to-35
age range that it's probably in our best interest along
with everybody else to get this program going," he
said.
Stuart said the Sober Stops program would establish
motor homes throughout Albuquerque where people
could stop for coffee and doughnuts and sober up.
The designated driver program will offer incentives
to drivers who don't drink. "Many times whenpeople
go out they go with three or four people," Stuart said.
"What we want to do is get one person to drive and not
drink at the bar, and then in turn, they will receive
non-alcoholic drinks free all night."
;pCall 24 7-8888 in Albuquerque or 982-9990 in
Santa Fe if you need a ride.

Good Shepherd Manor does its best for elderly
By Kristie Jones
Christmas means family for most
of us, but for some it can be a lonely
time. At Good Shepherd Manor,
Brother Patrick does the best he can
with the 42 elderly residents of the
home, and his care shows.
''About half, or maybe 60 percent
of our residents go home over the
holidays," he said. "We keep the
rest here and have Christmas dinner
and religious services, and try to
keep the residents happy."
The Manor looks like a home, but
Brother Patrick said the image is difficult because of the number of resi·
dents there.
''Over the holidays some of them
begin to act up,'' he said. ''Tiley do
things they wouldn't ordinarily do,
they get depressed and they some·
times withdraw a little bit. If some·
one on the staff sees this, I go and try
to find out the problem as best I can.
Once I ask a question, I find it all
pouring out. Sometimes it takes un·
til the middle of January for them to
get back to nonnal."
He said the res.idcnts generally get
depressed when they have family
and realize they won't be taken
home for the holiday. "That's the
worst part ofall," he said. "I try to
tell them that they still have us, and
that everyone here cares, but sometimes it's not enough."
Christmas parties are given more
than once a year at the Good
Shepherd. "We can't forget about
those who do go home," he said.
"This is really their home and they
care about each other and about the
staff. We can't let them think, c.ven
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No-Nonsense
Fitness At A
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Fine Art Books
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Also, imported records
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3215 Silver SE
(near Nob HilV
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A Different Gourmet Coffee
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You can come into Rocky Mountain Computers, pay the same
price, give us a personal check, or charge your Apple Computer
by using your new Instant Credit, • •. and take your new Apple
with you. OUr offer applies oniy t? the Apple I IC, Macintosh.
Personal Computers and lmageWrder Printers. You must prov1de
proof of eligibUlty as an educator.

Apple and the Apple lo<,.:() are registered trJdemarks of Applr <:omput~r Inc
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I

t1 cashmere Scarf & socks
a Turtle or crewneck T·Shlrt

WildRose

Appfe Computers Incorporated has just announced a direct
teacher-buy program. And frankly, the prices are exceptional.
You can go to any Apple dealer in the state and give them a
cashier's check and WAIT several weeks for your new Apple
Computer to be shipped to you.

• "Instant $2500.00 eredlt from Apple if: you are 18 years or older, possess one
of the following, Vita, Master Catd, American Express, Diners Club, or Carte
Blanche, and a valid drivers lit:ense.
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Brother Patrick and Carrie Krueger.

Over-night Special $12

$1.50 Off :I 75¢ Off
Get St

ing room, Brother P!!trick gestured
toward the pews and the altar. ''This
room is very important to all of us
here,'' he said. ''Those who stay for
the holidays spend much of their
time here."
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Tommy Maher, 62, said he had
been at the home for a long time.
"Christmas here is kind of fun. We
eat lots of turkey and we dance with
each other. It's not like Christmases
used to be, though. "
In the Chapel, adjacent to the din-

From $18 to $26.95

~
For

go out' attitude. Some of them might
have to be carried out."
·
Carrie Krueger, one of the Good
Shepherd residents, said she was
happy there and enjoyed her Christmases at the home.
"I lived in Nebraska for 40
years," she said. "Now I'm 96
years old and still going.
"Nebraska is called 'the bread
basket of the world.' Christmas
there was a gay thing, with lots of
snow and food," she said. "!loved
it there. We used to go ice skating on
a river during Chrstmas behind the
hotel! owned with my husband."
She has been at the Good
Shepherd for three years. "We
moved to New Mexico for my husband's health," she explained. "Af·
ter he passed away I sold my house
and came here. Christmas here is
nice. They feed us turkey and I go to
Midnight Mass. In fact, l go to Mass
twice a day. That's really why I
picked this place. Church is only a
few steps away."
She said the Good Shepherd treats
her well. "I love it here, I think we
have a good holiday season and I like
the people here and they like me."
Her table companion, Bessie
Thomasson, agreed. "We do have
fun over the holidays. Brother Pat·
rick and everyone else treats us nice
and I think everyone likes Carrie
pretty well."
Krueger said her secret for .long
life is simple. "Behave. yourself,"
she admonished. "I never got drunk
a day in my life - never touched a
drop. I never missed Sunday church
either, and I was never sick in bed or
in the hospital.''

Ca.

IN THE
DAILY
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• FUDGE
APPLES
•ROASTED
NUTS

Mon.-Fri. 6 a.m. - 9 p.m.
sat. 8 a.m. · s p.m., sun. 11 a.m. · 3
12910 central SE 292·3490

for a second, that we don't, so we
give parties before, during Md after
the holidays."
Brother Patrick said that the resi·
dents who go home often become
depressed when they return. "Even
though they love the place, they still
feel left out when their children or
grandchildren bring them back. I've
had a lot of those over the years, and
I try to remind them how h~eky they
are to have families."
Good Shepherd Manor is a homey
place. Situated on the border between Albuquerque and Corrales,
the sitting rooms and libraries are
comfortably furnished. The dining
room has cloth-covered tables and
incandescent lighting, giving a
wann look to what Brother Patrick
called ''an almost institution,"
"It's our way of telling them what
they're worth it to us. In the sum·
mer, some of them do gardening and
so forth, but once they see the snow,
they begin to think about family.
"An astounding number of theresidents went home for Thanksgiv·
ing," he said, "lt was good to see.
Usually this is a pretty awkward
time of year for them."
Brother Patrick looked out the
window at the soft snow and shrug·
ged. "I think there's not one person
who would really rather be anywhere else, Even home begins to
have some problems after awhile.''
He said the older residents handle
crisis stuations and trauma better
than people in the 45 to 55 age brack·
et. "Life lessons really show. If
there were to be a fire, most ofthem
wouldn't even want to leave the
building, they'd take the 'Oh, it'll

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
COMPUTERS
2109 WYOMING NE • ALBUQUERQUE N.M, 87112

i

:

__ _._.,._ ............. ,...., .... ..., . . . . - - .. •

505/292•2775
fOR MORE INfORMAnON CALL 292·2775
STORE HOURS: 9 AM·6 PM MON.-SAT
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Old Town Christmas
Specials
The Penfield Co., Inc. Old Town
Christmas Specials

Largest Selection of Souvenirs in
Albuquerque

Authentic Southwestern Indian Arts
Rugs, Pottery, Kachinas, Sandpaintings,
Story Tellers, Fetishes, Dolls
Also Wind Bells, Chimes, Pewter, Brass,
Cloisonne, Hummels
Worldwide imports

-SEE INDIANS MAKETURQUOISE JEWELRY

10% off with this ad
Student Lay Away Plan.

Visit the finest Rug, Pottery & Kachlna
in the southwest

Room

We Mail or UPS anywhere

ON THE PLAZA ~ HISTORIC OLD TOWN
242-4481 -.,open 9a.m. to 10p.m.

204·2 S. Plaza NW

$5°0 OFF
ANvCAKE
$20.00 OR MORE

CUSTOM MADg

TO ORDER
PRICE INCLUDES FILL!,~G
AND WHIPPED CREAM FRCSTING

IN OLD TOWN
• Sugar free chocolate
and hard candies
• Chocolate dipped fruits
• 10 varieties of fudge

EXPIRES ,JAN 1. 198>

• Marzipan and truffles
• Molded chocolate & mints
for all occasions
• All candy homemade

MAIL ORDERS WELCOME! SEE OUR DACK ROOM

zamora·s Historical Mansion

fii.· santa
Santas hard at work come Christmastime
By Maria OeVarenne
Of all the myths, mystery and
magic of Christmas, such as the
elves and reindeer who live at the
North Pole, perhaps nothing has en·
chanted children more than Santa
Claus - rosy-cheeked, grey·
bearded, robust- the little old man
whose twinkling eyes and hearty
laugh brings a smile to the face of
both young and old.
Santa Claus and his hundreds of
helpers, who have been seen at
malls, parties, convalescent homes,
hospitals and parades, have a variety
of personalities but the most impor·
tant element of Santa or his helpers is
their heart.
"You have to put your heart into
it Santa has to have heart, otherwise
he's not worth his red suit," said
Brett Kamerman, who has been San·
ta Claus the past 7 years and trained
others to help him.
Kamennan said he portrays Santa
because: ''People are smiling and

2004 Plaza NW

~~opr'-~J

Chti1-tma1- § i(t1.
9tom cyout dfeatt
Shoppers avoiding the crowds at the malls are
Santa at The Christmas Shop in Old Town.

2113 Church St. Old Town 842-8661

(~~(;J'(TS FLOll~R

Special S. W.
Christmas cards and tfles
.

304 San Felipe N. W.
(across from the church)
Ride the trolley to Old Town and shop.

If you're finishing up your first
two years of college and you've decided
to go on, to complete your education,
but you don't know where the money's
going to come from, here's a possible
solution.
The Anny College Fund.
Here's how it works. You qualify
to train in a skill you'd like to learn. one
that entitles you to tJ-.e Anny College
Fund. Then each month you pur aside
some of your Anny s::lary. Just like a
sa\ings account. Except the gO\·emmem
matches your savings 5 for 1 or more.
years, you could ha\'e
college. )out Anny Recruit·
......l!\!~~1ooo,J..:Jet that explains all about
Annv College Fund.
Pick ol"'e up. ASK ABOUT THE

/

I
TREASURE BOUSE..

Old Town Merchants
Wish You
A Merry Christmas

And
A Happy New Year

GTE'8fEPd

WE'LL HELP GD
YOU THE MONEY TO KEEP
ON GROWING.

souruwESTERI\T
GIFTS

242·4661

way they're pulling it so it doesn't shorts or jeans under his red suit,
look elastic," Kamennan said.
which he purchased in New York
Santas are not as well put together City, he said,
as they always seem. Kamennan
Babies can also pose a problem
said once while he was walking for Santa, He said that when he " as
through a mall as Santa, his pants posing with a baby for a photograph
fell down. Now he always wears
continued on page 14

,,-.r-..,
Cihe §ift .2,lzof2 Clhat ~a:Ji
<J~J "!! _i!<D(l£ <yOU"

COftEMPORARY

Exclusive and Authentic
Handmade Indian Jewelry
Pottery and Taos Moccasins

hear the noise on the roof.
''Their eyes get wide and they
say, 'Yeah, I can hear it. What is it?'
I tell them it's Rudolph waiting for
me. The kid's face breaks into a
smile, and then you can watch them
telling their parents about Rudolph
on the roof."
Kamerman said some of the older
children know there isn't a Santa
Claus, but others aren't quite sure.
"You have to be really nice and jolly
and sometimes you can make them
think that maybe there is a Santa
Claus," he said.
Children ask Santa for the tradi·
tiona! toys but sometimes kids can
as.k for some uniqlle gifts such as a
"bra, a doll that craps, or a Mer·
cedes for mommy,'' Kamerman
said.
He said sometimes children will
pull his beard to make sure he is real.
"You can tell when they're reaching
up that their hand is going to get
caught in your beard. You have to
act like it hurts - leaning over the

(505) 242-9696

THE FINEST IN
and
Plaza Indian Trading Post

happy- it's nice that they appreci·
ate it."
There are five guidelines that are a
must for a good Santa, he said besides a hearty ho, ho, ho. A Santa
should ask children if they have been
good during the year and what they
want for Christmas, he said. Santa
should listen, respond to the child
and always give him a candy cane.
"You have to be jolly- there are
some pretty somber Santas out
there," he said.
Kamerman said young children
and babies "really don't know
what's going on" and usually cry
when they sit on Santa's lap. But
between the ages of 2 and 6, the
children are enthralled with Santa.
Kamennan said the children talk
about the North Pole, the elves and
the reindeer. "We don't lie to them,
but we fantasize with them,'' he
said.
"When I talk with them, sometimes I tell them to be real quiet and
listen, Then I ask them if they can

NAVAJO SAND PAINTINGS
BLACK HILLS
GOLD JEWELRY
MEXICAN IMPORTS

NEW 2+2+2 ARMY COLLEGE FUND.

298-6787

Over 30 years in Old Town Plaza
Open 7 days a week
Bank Amertcard-Master Card
American Express

2012 Plaza Dr NW • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 242-7204

.....
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Tradition
Buy One PIZZA
Get One FREE!
Buy any Size Original Round Pizza
at regular price and get the identical
piz;u" free with thi$ coupon!
AT A CONVINIENT LITTLE CAESARS NEAR YOU

ATRISCO PLAZA

FAIR PLAZA

4201 Central NW
836-1364

Lomas/San Pedro NE
262-1491

Expires 12-12-84

~~@'~]JM~
w
e-o-.
c 1983lollec-

Inc

ABORTION AND PREGNANCY
TESTING CLINIC'S

WELL WOMEN CLINIC

Santas-------continued from page 13
the baby went to the bathroom. "It

was kind of l!mbarassing and Santa
wasn't very jolly about the situation," he said.
Santa has been involved in the
shoppingcenterindustry fora ''long
time," according to Deb Jacupke,
marketing director for Winrock
Center.
Jacupke said the malls operate
·•as downtown America- a central
place where Santa can visit children."
She said it is hard to do a wellrounded Christmas without Santa

Claus because the appeal is primari1y children and "Santa addresses
that appeal. lt's the magical part of
Christmas," Jaeupke said.
There <~re special companies
which "cater and contract Sant<~s,"
she said. The companies provide the
Santas and his helpers, the suits, the
photographers and the cameras.
Winrock Center's contract with
Cherry Hill Photos Inc. "is a good
Santa arrangement and the company
is a market leader," Jacupke said.
She said Santa is "always available" during the Center's hours of
operation.

Annual Exams, Family Planning, PAP Smears,
VD Screening, Referrals.

Santa is also available for rent on
Christmas Eve, Kamerman said he
provides a "rent-a-Santa service"
for people who want their children to
have Santa at Christmas.

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT: 265-9511
107 Girard SE 87106
9

Usually the parents brief him on
what they want Santa to do. Sometimes he wakes the children.

WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP
BICYCLES
300 Yale SE

Kamem1an said he usually keeps
it to a brief visit rather than an hour.
The children are usually more interested in playing with their new
toys rather than visiting with Santa
for an hour, ''Then Santa becomes a
nuisance," he said.

(3 blks. south of UNM)

268-5697

LB

SALE on Bertin C-34

(j/)aJlJlleei

hand made double butted
frame bicycles
Reg. $445.00 Now $365.00

DESIGNS, LTD.

.

Sport Wallet-Watch $10.75

pi'C$CI'Ik

An innovative sweat band,
watch & walll't combination. Elegant and tough! .
WatN and shock resistant! Watch displays time,
dat<>, and has ~top watch
luntlion. Wallet holds
keys, mont•y. <'I c. An ideal
giit ior all athletic activities, travt-1, and campus
wear.

Sizes:
Quantity:
D Men's Royal blue band/black watch
0 Ladies' Bright red band/black watch
Total at $10.75 ea. $
Scott Caraway

Enclose check or money or order to:
Bartucci Designs ltd. P.O. Box 610465
DFW Airport, Texas 75261
Ship to:
Name._ _
Address _ __
City___ _

Zip

Hancock/Dikewood Services Inc.
A subsldary of the

John Hancock Mutual life Insurance Co.

ART REPRODUCTION
AND
LASER PHOTO AI\T

SALE
LAST 3 DAYS

Providing management services and Information systems In the
health care lndus!IY. Will have openings In the Spring semesler 1985 for
part-time programmer aides
Applicanls should have knowledge ol COBOl. and minimum 2.5 GPA
Consideration will be given to sludents with work experience and/or
course work In data entry. computer operollol'\ programming or analysis.
Flexible schedule. Close to campus
Applications or resumes should include a current transcript and be
submiHed to:
PERSONNEL
Hancock/Dlkewood Services Inc.
1009 Bradbury DR. S.E.
AlbUquerque, New Mexico 87106

WEDNESDAY

"BASH"
3

for 1 DRINKS
9 p.rn. to closing

Live Entertainment
Coronado Center

$4.50 each or
two for $8.00
Hundreds to choose from
Frames available
&

i

.

.....·... ·.··.·
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·..

'fhefolutcrqcker Suite i:s lbe !as,t.of T~h!Ukt;JVJiky's
three full·length baUets, which t~etlter i«>rm .the
pinnacle of 19th ~ntury Russian )Jallet undel'>fk
czars. The music is full ofwo~iful contrasts.!»-. ¢hoti:!Ogapher'~ saw •. . ··. . . · ··· . .·· · •. . · · ··
tween Jlhort, ligbt and ~metimos humQtoUs dances
and long soaring passages for WllTalive l!lld pict(lfial. cannot $11Y. But to tno$t .· . . · · publici am
sureitwasstraightfOtW..-dfamilyenlcrt.tnmeotasitis
transfQtmlltions;
The story begins simply enough with a family today. with fragile overtones of the ·un.iversal e:xperiChristmas party, The adults·dan<;efonnaUy while mis- ence, fll'St Jove.
Tchaikovsky loved Russia -- especiaJiy the coun·
chievous little boys charge through tbe room blowing
bugles. An eccentric and mysterious old man, Drossel- tryside where he lived while composing the Nutcrack·
meyer, gives his gQdchild, CIIU'a, a nutcracker doll that £r.ln winter,.hecouldpeeroutawindow from bisdesk
<lnto avenues oftall trees whose trunks showed black
her brother promptly tries to smash.
against the snow. On the evening of my inconspicuous
After the guests have left and the family has gone to debut at Sadlers Wells Theatre in London, I CQU}d
sleep, Clara dreams she returns to the living room, easily .imagine him watching the eddying snowflakes
where everything grows to giant proportions. Here the and Writing the beautiful waltz.
Russian genius for fairy tale glees over.
The dancing of Baryshnikov and Kirkland, sup·
As Clara bravely saves her .nutcracker from a huge ported by the 70-member American Ballet Theatre, is
King Mouse and his hoard who have invaded. the rootn absolutely supetb. The sets and costumes by Boris
in selil'Ch of foodlJhe nutcracker suddenly tums into a Aronson a!ld Frank Thomspon, respectively, are perprince and leads e1ara on an enchanted journey to the fect. This is ~y aci8.S$ic televjsion ballet petfonn•
Kingdom of Sweets.
ance andonethatshouldnot be missed on any account.

DAILY
LOBO
DISPLAY
ADS ARE
NOTICED

'Tfie
•Turquoise
'Flamin..qo
fine Vintage Clothing
& Collectables

120 Amherst S.E.
Albuquerque, l"'ew Mexico 87lQ6 • .......,.

255-0101

~

TERRENCE
F A R R E L L

.An >~qual opportunHy/alllnnalfve oetlon employ.r,

classical guitarist

ONE NIGHT ONLY!

Martl)a's

BODY BUENO
Also i., Old TClwl)

located in NM Union 9·6
(next to information desk)

·.·.

Many of the city's residents are not fortunate enough to enjoy the holidays in warm surroundings with family and friends.

Part-time computer
programmer aides
State

..

ALSO SPECIAL LOW PRICES

.

.

3105 Central NE 87106 255-1122
(2¥2 blocks East of Girard)

HAPPY GIFT GMNG

Special gift treats from you to yours waiting at Martha's Body Bueno Shop.
.
.
Come in today!
Afford_able gi~ts for the ~eart. Sto~king stu~fers galore. Men's shaving accessones, ladtes cosmettcs, luxunous bathmg treats for the whole family.
Outrageous stockings to stuff in our lacy lingerie and, of course, "Cards that
Hallmark wouldn't dream of."

Wednesday
December 12
8:00pm
$8 and $6
''BRILLIANT RECITAL
... a masterful performance
amazing warmth ... flawless
rendering ... Farrell played with deep
romantic feeling ... the packed
audience brought Terrence back for
a final encore and he played the
fiery Dan:ta Paraguya of Barrios
with unmatched brilliance."
Mal/orca, Spain

For Tickets

CALL 766--7816
KrMo THEATRE
5th & Central

on Inertia's with all alloy
components only $159.00
and Inertia mountain bikes $255.00
Also check out our fine selection of
clothing & indoor trainers for Christmas.

''I hate health

insurance.''
"I hate deductibles."
"I hate claim forms."
"I hate red tape."

''But I love
Lovelace
Health Plan!''
No one likes the hassle of filling out furms in order to
stay healthy. That's why more people are switching to
Lovelace Health Plan:

No Deductibles!
No Claim Forms!
NoRed Tape!
It's so easy. Just enroll wherever you work. Your medical
coverage will include: surgery, well-baby care, emergencies, hospitalization, regular check-ups and immunizations. Plus you get to pick your own family doctor at
one convenient location. , • and doctor visits are always
affordable. Ask your boss for the plan that makes over
50,000 Albuquerqueans srnile about their health coverage.

Easy.

Convenient.
Affordable.
Coverage You Can Love.

(LHP is available to employer groups of 25 or more
employees that qualify.)

262,7363
New Mexico's First and Only Group Practice
Health Maintenance Organization
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Are You
Ready?

~ snow
By John Moreno

Christmas, snow and skiing. New Mexico has got it all.
There are 11 ski resorts in the Land of Enchantment, I 0 commercial and
one club, which generated nearly $78 million in gross revenues for the stute in
the 1982-83 season. According to Mike Pitel, information specialist of the
New Mexico Tourism and Travel Department, that's about 8 percent of the
total tourist industry intake.
To generate that kind of money, Pi tel said ittook 1,044,220 "skier days."
A skier day, since you asked, is "one person spending one full day on the
slopes," Pitel said, adding that a lift ticket can also be purchased for a
loalf-day. So if two people each buy a half-day ticket, their expenditure
constitutes one skier day.
It's worth noting that 62 percent of all ski revenues are generated by
out-of-state, or "destination,'' skiers, Pi tel said. That is the kind of skier who
travels a long way and stays overnight at the skiing site.
For example, during the 1982-83 season, the average amount spent per day
on meals by the day skier was $3, while the destination skier spent $22, On
lodging, the day skier spent nothing while the destination skier spent $19, On

December
Calendar

January4Deadline New Mexico
Student Loan for
February disbursement

auto rental the difference was $3.51 more for the destination skier.
Overall,' the day skie.rs spent an average of $24.25 per day while the
destination skiers spent an average of $105,36. Also, there was a grand t~tal
of396,804 day-skier days of skiing in 1982-83 and 647,416 days of destmation-skier days.
The following is a list of New Mexico ski resorts:
Angel Fire- base and summit, eleva!ion, 8,500 ~eet to 10,700 ft. Fo~y
seven ski runs, 35 percent begmners level of difficulty, 47 percent Intermediate and 18 percent for advanced. Ski lift capacity is 8,000 skiers per
hour,
Cloud Croft- 8,600 to 9,400 ft. 25 runs, 36 percent, 44 percent and 20
percent.
2,800
per.
hour.
Pajarito- This is the private club resort. 9,000 to 10,100 ft. 26 runs, 4
percent, 77 percent and 19 percent, 4,000 per hour.
Red River- 8,800 to 10,300 ft. 39 runs, 36 percent, 38 percent and 26
percent.
6,200
per
hour.
Rio Costill~t- 9,500 to II ,400ft. 41 runs, 28 percent, 40 percent and 32
percent.
5,400
per
hour.
Sa11dia Crest- 8,600 to 10,400 ft. 26 runs, 20 percent, 70 percent and 10
percent.
3,400
per
hour.
Santa Fe Ski Basin- The seventh highest ski resort in the United States,
10,300to 12,000 ft. 32runs, 28 percent, 34 percent ar.d 38 percent. 5,900per
hour.
Sierra Blanca -9,700 to 11,400 ft. 34 runs, 29 percent, 26percent and 45
percent.
II ,400
per
hour.
Sipapu.-8,200 to 9,000 ft. 18 runs, 17 percent, 55 percent and 28 percent.
2, 700
per
hour.
Sugarite- 8, I 00 to 9,000 ft. 18 runs, 28 percent, 44 percent and 28 percent.
I, 200
·'
per
hour.
TaosSkiValley-9,200to 11,800ft. 71 runs, 17percent,30perccntand53
percent advanced and expert. 7.000 per hour.

Some ski team members
to enjoy Christmas here
By Juliette Torrez
Out of approximately 20 members of the University of New Mexico ski team, about five or six will be
going homcforChristmas, said Paul
Beeberg, assistant coach.
"Two are going to Norway, and
the rest arc scattered around the United States and Canada," Beeberg
said. "They will leave right after
finals."
Beeberg said team members have
to be back before the first NCAA
meet Jan. 4 and 5 at the Nevada
Invitational, sponsored by the University of Nevada,
The meet will be held at Incline
Village near Reno, Nev.
The members who stay, Bcebcrg
Joe
said, will participate in races indeSen Carrillo of the Sandia Peak Ski School carves a tum on pendent of the NCAA "tune-up"

Exhibition Run Monday.

STUDENTS!•

*·\~.

N

We Issue Tickets for All
Airlines

J

WE HAVE JOBS!·~\~
11

Lf you can work a full day
If you can work Monday through Friday
If you have skills In:
TYPING (55 WPM NET)
SHORTHAND (80 WPM)
TRANSCRIPTION
WORD PROCESSING

COME TO KELLY TODAY!
we• II evaluate your skills and give you a
chance to grow as a Kelly professional.

IELL~·=d'
SERVICES

EOE

4315 Loma• NE
AlbuquerqLHt, NM 87110
Tel. 285-5883
.1.~

,. . . . . . .
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No Charge for
Our Services

:

ARMY&NAVYGOODS

:

!

FAST BREAK
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(:oiW!IMnl
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293-2300

Stay Tuned For
Lobo Women's
Sports Magazine

Sunday evenings, 7:30-8:00 p.m.
Channel14
Jan. 6-Psychology of Sport
& The Female Athlete
Jan, 13-Basketball
Jan. 20-Golf & Tennis
Jan. 27-Voiieybaii
Feb. 3-Skiing
Feb. 10-Swimmlng & Gymnastics
Feb. 17-Track & Cross Country
Feb. 24-Saflball

•

L------~-----------

Home Events
Dec. & Jan.

5

LOCATED AT RICHMOND Bt CENTRAL
3019 Central riE

255·8665

Dec. 15 Basketball vs Hardin Simmons,

Prospective
Medical Students

,,_ . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. .

Arena, 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 2·4 Lobo Round Robin· Basketball
(21 UNM vs Oregon, Arena,
7:30p.m.
(3) Oregan vs Nebraska, Arena,
7:30p.m.
(4) UNM vs Nebraska, Arena, 7:30
p.m.
Jan. 11 SWim vs NAU,
Johnson Pool, 11:00 a.m.
14 Basketball lis UTEP, Arena, 7:30 p.m.
19 Basketball vs NAU (Double
Header), Arena, 5:00 p.m.
25·26 Gymnastlc~ournal Meet.
Arena, TBA

••

: & T ·Shirts· •
••••••••••••••••
RESUMES

The Navy can't make medical school any
easier. But if you qualify, you can avoid the
financial burden of your education by taking
advantage of the Navy's Health Professions
Scholarship Program.
Scholarships available offer full paid tuition
to any approved medical school, plus books,
fees. equipment and approximately $579.00
monthly stipend. Additional income .available
during summer employment in Navy Medicine.
Do you qualify? Applications available now.
For additional information, contact: Navy
Medical Programs 1·800-354-9627. Toll free.

The University of New Mexico
Women's Athletic Department has Joined
hands with the UNM Hospital in support of
the Chlldrens Miracle Ne1work. 'We plan
to raise funds for the children's unit
through the sale of our Turquoise Card,''
said Judy Ray, Assistant Director of
Women's Athletics. The card sells for
$10.00 and admits the holder to all regular women's athletic events for the year.

Allison Foote In action for fhe Lobos

SPLASH

yelling and screaming really helps me to
psych up, but once I'm in the water I tune
everything out except the event."
Although the weather is cold & blusCome out & see our team. You're the
tery outside, the Lobo women swimmers one that gives the home "pool" advanare co7J1, though humid, In their underwa- tage.
ter world ot Johnson Pool. The women's
team is small, but has a powerful kick
They are competitive with other conference schools and are looking to Improve
last year's 4th place showing in the HCAC.
The Lady Lobo swimmers have a
home meet Dec. 8 against 1wo HCAC
teams, Wyoming and New Mexico state.
"This will be a goOd meet for us," said
Coach Bill Spahn. "Racing against these
teams early in the season gives us a good
Indication of where we are and what we
must do to beatfhem atfhe HCAC championship In March."
On Jan. 11th at 11:00 a.m. the team will
have another home meetagalnstNAU, ot
Johnson Pool. "A rowd( crowd helps me
to do my best in a meet," said Kathy Dixon,
a school record holder In several events.
'When I come up for air and hear that
crowd yelling, I push harder to turn In a
good performance for them and myself."
Teammate Karen Nixon holds similar
views to Kathy. ''Prior to a race the crowd

LOW PRICES
FAST SERVICE
QUALITY COPIES

kinko·s copicn
Open 7 days
2312 Central SE
t'et,··

!1-4.

fJ"

255·9673
•. ,.,

<:.~

Ray says, 'You can help 'Make a Miracle
Happen' by purchasing a cord and
women's athletics will donate $1.00 of
each card sold to the Children's Services,"
If you would like to make an addition·
al donation this Christmas season, you
can buy a card to be given to a child at
one of the youth centers In Albuquerque.
To purchase or donate a Turquoise Card.
contact the Lobo Ticket Office, 277-2116.

"LOBO WOMEN'S
SPORTS MAGAZINE"

Kid'sCamo:
FATIGUES:

~y,

MAKE A MIRACLE HAPPEN

The women's basketball team is in a
'last break" with wins over Ft. Lewis and
ASU. The Lobos had 1wo close encounters
w~h Drake and the U. of Colorado. The
preseason poll has them slotted for a 2nd
place Conference finish, but the Lobos
would like nothing better than to fast
break Into 1st place and receive the
HCAC automotic be1th to the NCAA's.
For those of you who will be around
during the holidays. there Will be plenfy of
action in the Pit. The Lobos have Invited
some formidable opponents to Albuquerque for a round robin tournament.
Jan. 2-4. The UNM team will play the Oregon Ducks on Jan. 2.
"Oregon is always big," said Coach
Beginning January 6, 1985, Channel
Doug Hoselton. "They have been in and
14
will
air 8 consecutive shows on Lobo
out of the top 20 rankings for a long time,
women's
athletics. You can tune In from
and ore on the verge of becoming one
of the better teams In the country." Hosel- 7:30-8:00 p.m., following the Gary Colson
ton went on to say, "They always have Show, for an up-close and personal look
several Canadian players from the at athletes in their academic and athletic
National team, and they are well environments as well as hear responses
coached There's no way to get around It, from coaches & athletes on such psycho·
the Ducks ore an excellent team. They logical and social issues as:
1. Balancing academics, athletics
adjust to your game and will do whatever
and
a private life.
is necessary to win."
2.
Psyching up for performance, and
Coach Hoselton will have a chance
Ia look Nebraska over as Oregon and the can too much psych-up result In psychCorn Huskers will play on Jan. 3. Then on out?
3. The effects of the spectators on perJan. 4th the Lobos wlil see if they know
how to husk corn. Doug was asked to formance
4. Recruiting issues with advice for
describe the Nebraska ball club. "Their
collegiate athletes
prospective
program is about where ours is, and they
5.
Life
after
college athletics
are about the same size as the Lobos. The
6.
Is
soclefy
accepting the female
biggest difference is that they live and die
with their running game, and so far this who chases to be an athlete?
We hope you will tune in each Sunyear they're living/' The Lobos will have to
day
at 7:30 p.m. and spread the word
shut the Corn Huskers down as they not
only can run, buttheycan also shoot. ''This among relatives and friends. If you like
club Is also very well coached, but If we what you see, a short note to the Program
Director at Channel 14 would be
are consistent, we can defeat both
appreciated.
teams:·
Hoselton smiled and said, "I can
guarantee the Lobo Round Robin will be ~-----------------an exciting three days. You'll be up and
down In your chair, sa you won't have to
worry about keeping warm!!"

;~1660 Eub·a·nk NE •

~
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races.
"There will be no high-intensity
races (during Christmas break) until
the season starts Jan. 4 and 5," he
said.
On Christmas Day, Beeberg said,
he imagined the team would get
together as a group and "enjoy turkey and relaxation.
"We try to get together as much
as we can during that period of time,
"said Beeberg. "Most of the team
are foreigners, so we try to give them
a real American Christmas."
Last season the Lobo ski team
placed third in the nation at the
NCAA Ski Championships held in
Jackson, N.H., and produced six
All-American skiers. "The team
looks real good," said Beeberg. "I
think we'll place within the top five
teams in the nation this year. "

N~w

LOBO WOMEN'S GAZETTE

8°/o percent of tourist revenue

Ski resorts produce almost $78 million for state

Dec. 3- Dec. 15
- Closed Weel~
Dec. 3 - Dec. 7
- Registration for
spring semester
by appointment only.
December 7 •
End of 16th week;
- Last day to withdraw from
a course with approval
of college Dean (W/P
or WIF required)
Dec. 8 • Dec. 15
- F1nals Weel~
December 1 0 •
- General Registration
begins for spring semester
December 14 - Last day for removal
of Incomplete grade
December 15 - Semester Ends
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Paid for by women's Afhleflcs Department If you like ot qisllke fhi$ page, call 277·2303

Merry
Christmas
and

Happy

New
Year
from the
Women's
Athletics
Department
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13qHARVARD!1°~~~:;;~ Landmark is pollution measure
r-----------------------__,

Christmas in hote/s---

By Maria DeVarenne

Christmas ornaments, from silver
bells to candy canes, brighten up the
holiday season, but the Landmark
Apartments are brightened up by a
35-foot candle that is both
ornamental and environmental.
The candle is used as a pollution
indicator during winter, said Bob
Harley of the Albuquerque Environment~!, Health and Energy Department.
Harley, the chief engineer for the
department's ~ir-pollution-control
division, said the original idea was
promoted by a member of the
public.
A pregnant jogger in the Uptown
area called his office because she
was worried about the pollution
level and it's effect on her fetus.
"She didn't want to jog on the
nights that the pollution level was
high, but our office didn't have a
way to notify the public until a day or
two later," Harley said.
Because of the public's need to be
notified, a "signal-light concept''
began. However, most city building
operators objected to an ugly sign on
top of their buildings, he said.
Harley designed an "attractive
device" to use during the holiday
season, and the apartment operator
agreed to usc the ornament.
"The candle was an invention by
necessity," Harley said.
He said a non-dispersive infrared
analyzer, which samples the carbon
monoxide level, was placed at
ground level near the Landmark
Apartment.
Computer output from the analyzer regulates the candle's three modes
This 35-footcandle on top of the Landmark Apartments warns of operation, Harley said.
When the candle is white, the
citizens about the amount of pollution in the air by changing pollution level is within the health
colors.
standard set by the government.
When the candle is red, Harley
s;tid, "ft's time for moderate concern because the pollution level is
All Makes and Models
cx:ceeding the health standard."
If the pollution level is extremely
Y)('Vwe Specialize in European ltnportsY){V
bad, the candle flame will have a
beacon light to warn the public.
Harley said the device "meets
federal standards for_ a particular
pollutant analyzer'' and was initially
funded by a $25,000 gr.tnt from the
Environmental Protection Agency.
The Uptown area was chosen for
the
pollution indicator because of
All insurance claims
the heavy traffic that accompanies
handled by us.
the holiday season.
Harley said that the candle is up
from
Nov. I to the end of January.
5620 Osuna Rd•• N.E.
During it's four years of operation, the candle has not required any
1f2 Block east of san Mateo
major adjustments except for new
garland because of the wear and tear
during the winter season, Harley
said.
He said the candle has received
"good praise' • from the public and
is used by many students as part of
their .science projects •

I

Select a Christmas Gift of Lasting
Value ... Pick Hewlett-Packard

A A

By J ul_iette Torrez
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Fh3 HEWLETT
II:~ PACKARD

Sale

List

HJ>·l~~ Pr()Jl!'d~ll_111•1_ble_l3!15!11Css.

.,!'·15C. Sf!t.:nljfi<; Wit~

,__. "-'-'".o

.J~O_,_()!L _____99.95

M~tl')~~ ........ , _

J2.<1QQ...__

99.95
HP~!6(;Corml_u.JfLSt1~·nres_._,_, ,__._.,,, ._•. _ ... 120.0()_<0 ___ __!QS.f)!!
H_P·41(:V Adv,mced Pr<~g~<~hUll<lhlt• . , . ,_., _ --~~§.OQ__~~~-?5
HP:4)~X Advan_t:_l'ftll-'i!!,_E:X!- Punct1Clll2_ ,
325.00 . _.~59.00.
fi.P~711J tl•lllcll!.eld_~(1f1.llJ.Uit?L .. , , .. '·'.!..,
525.Q9____ 47ji.OO
UP-~? 1~4A H~-~ 1(:_ Car~ _R_ea~r .. -·~ .-~: ~ . .. 19.§.QQ _____I7~-00
fl_i_>·-~~H~~- HP-4 I Q_]!~e!_f11<~1 Pr_i!!!er ~..._}_8S.OO _ __ 325.00
J1_1'·8_gl53i\ _O_llttr<~[ W,lt\cl __ " •. , .•. ~"~ '~- _!25.00
112.50
HP-S_g!f!M _QigitQI__C_ass_~ttg j)nli~L_ ._._,_,, . , ___450~0L •• 39~~00.
!1!'·~~16__?1\, tiP:I!,Jh~!_'!)_al Print_er__ : ~-''-'- , __ 45Q,9Q_ __395.0()_
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QUANTITY LIMITED

2318 Central SE

HOLMAN'S~

Contest

3311 Central Ave. NE

Ooahty product~ lor lhe Wotld of Sc1ene:e, ~ligineertng & llustness

Il

401 WYOMiNG NE•265•7981
ALdUCJUERCJUE, N.M. 87123

1

MCN-J.'.AI Bt:l0~530
SAt 8 JO • 4 :\6

VIS!\

MASTER CffMtGE
AMERICAN F.iC.PHESS

.;,;,;;

___..,

10% off

!

with this l'OUJJOO
nnd valid UNM 10

I

!Silltlt'ills, t:a(•tilty ilnd Shllf)...
._I __________________________

f

Undergraduate Students .•. up to
$5,000 for Graduate Students.
• PLUS (Patent Loans for Undergraduate Students) ... up to an

additional $3,000 per academic year
for parents and students.

• HEAL (Health Education
Assistance Loans) •.. up to $12,500
or $20,000 for Medical Students.

City's Innovative Education Loan Programs .•.
Low Interest Loans for Tomorrow's Professionals ... Today!
City Federal Savings, Education Loan Department
1 Towne Center, 6121 Indian School Road, N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87110
Or call TOLL FREE 800·321·8113

----------------------------------;;

I
u

lor Lip Sink

____ ...... __________________________ .._. ___ ...

8700 Menaul NE 299-6666
1835 Candelaria N\V 345-8568
W. Central at S. Coors 836-0142
5500 Acade1ny NE 821-7262
Rio Rancho Shp. Center 892-8880

• GSL (Guaranteed Student Loans)
. •. up to $2,500 per academic year for

we mail anywhere in the U.S.

Wanted:
Contestants

265·2636
for carry·OUI service call
266·2925
Bt•I\Vt't'll Carlisle and Girard

268-4504

City Federal Savings with nearly
$7 billion dollars in assets offers
these innovative education
loan programs:

Send candy home
for the holidays

Puttin' on
the Hits

11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Friday and Saturday

;..;.

t<OURS

255-8275

Presents

11 a.m. to 9 p.m. sun. • Thurs.

SALE ENDs 12 31 84

(Across fron1 UNM)

The first step on your way to an affordable college education.

The
Establishment

Mexican Restaurant & Cocktaill.ounge
All Major Credit cards Accepted

c,,kul,,tor An t·~~orw~

2300 Centra1 SE

For more information, complete the form below and mail it to:

[!) - ...____,~;

Wt• r,nry ,, romplew hl1t' of Htwt•l!'ll P,K·k,ml

Albuquerque, NM 6711 0

from one of
America's Largest!

A A

BacaS

(505) 866-0660
5612 Menaul NE

Education Loans

881·8889

CHRISTMAS CALCULATOR SPECIALS

OPEN

Mon-Frf 10·9
Sat 10-5
Sun 12-5

Senior George Scott, from Louisville, Ky., said he
hasn 'I been home for Christmas since he graduated from
high school. ''Ex:cept for last year, when 1redshirted, •'
he said,
"Christmas is a very sad time for Lobo basketball
players," he said, "because our families aren't here and
we have to find people to feed us."
Scott said what he misses most about Christmastime
is ''eating Christmas oinncr in my own house and seeing
relatives."
Paul Connery, sophomore from Liverpool, England,
said he would probably spend Christmas Day with a
family he met last year.
Although he misses home, Connery said the basketball players "knew the situation- that they were going
to play during Christmas break,"
Freshman Bob Amold, from Lake Oswego, Ore.,
said he too is not going home for Christmas.lnstead, he
said, his family is travelling down from Oregon to see
him.
"They should be down for the Georgetown game, •'
Arnold said. ''They might stay through Christmas Day,
and if they do, I'll spend the day with them.''
Players who hail from Southern California, such as
junior Johnny Brown, sophmore Hunter Greene, and
freshmen Shawn Brooks, Robert Loeffel and Randal
Moos, said they are returning home for Christmas.
"I'm going to spend Christmas Day with my wife,
dog, horse and cat," said head basketball Coach Gary
Colson. "Iftherc is anyone {from the team) here, they
are welcome to come to the Colson house to eat
turkey."
Sophomore Mike Winters, an Albuquerque resident,
and seniors Niles Dockery, from Louisville, Ky. and
T.J. Drake, from Yorktown, Ind., were unavailable for
comment.

By clicking her heels three times, and repeating
"There's no place like home," Dorothy returned back
to her native Kansas.
Not so for Lobo basketball players.
During Christmas break the players stay in a local
hotel, such as the Four Seasons or the Hilton, until the
dormatories open on Jan. 8. During that time, the team
plays 10 games from Dec. 4 to Jan. 8.
Although the players have a period of two to three
days to return home, not many are inclined to spend
airplane fare to travel across country to visit their families and return in time to practice for their next game.
Kelvin Scarborough, a sophomore from Washington,
D.C .. said he regrets not being able to go home for
Christmas, but he is "getting used to it."
''I've never been away from home during Christmastime before last year," Scarborough said, "but I'm
getting used to it now."
Although his roommate, sophomore Larry Markland, is rcdshirting this season, he is also not returning
home for the holidays. "The atmosphere is different in
New York City," he said, "there are always things to
do and places to go.
"Not going home this Christmas makes me look
forward to going borne in the summer," he said.
Both Markland and Scarborough said they would
probably spend Christmas Day at a friend •s home. ''The
players that stay here usually get together," said Mark·
land.
Freshman Paul Lawson of Chicago said he's' 'having
a lot of fun since the basketball season began," and
although he isn't returning to Chicago, he said he might
visit relatives in Los Angeles for Christmas.
"I'm going to miss getting together with the family
(during Christmas)," Lawson said. "We either go to
my eldest aunt's house or my uncle's and have a nice
time."

Automotive Paint and Body

!{t•lp 11Mkt• ~!lllll'tlne'<, lOb lW;Ier. Gi\'l' •1 bono' Ihill
f'•l\' olf ,\II \'l'<lr1

with valid UNM 10
(faculty, students, and staff)

There's no place like home
for Lobo basketball players

CAR CRAFTERS

llt•wll·tt-1'.1tk.1rd ,.,1kulatnr~ h.we the right fl'atur~5 ,1irl'o1dy built in Ill
,unplil\' pmblcm~ in bu~im'''· 'dt•nr<', t•ngint•ering .md t'omputcr ~l·umre.

1 0% Discount

I

I
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Please send me more information
and an application. I am interested in:

Name

o Student Loan
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DPLUS
o All of the above

OHEAL

Phone!_~ _ _
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----------------------------------City Federal Savings • One of America's Largest

Cash
and
Prizes

T

Pathamama .•.fine folk art from latin america... ctothlng ...JE!wetry.
open everyday but sundaY thru January 12
10·5

Every
Wednesday!

F'or more information
eall 242·5400

YES!

or bY appointment
co. r.ne.r central & Laguna near old Town

247·9669
•
109 lAGUNA PLACt

N~~THWEST •

~

·~:~,,

A Nationwide Financial Services Network of Over 250 Offices
IIU• Jt1U1:
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·oorms to lock up for Christmas break
By ,Juliette Torrez

that we don't overproduce,'' said
Schulte. He said the last meal will be
The seven residence halls on Dec. 15.
throughout the University of New
Food that is still us<tble, such as
Mexico will be closed for the dura- raw food and leftovers, will be
tion of Christmas break, beginning frozen and "used sometime during:
Dec. 16 and lasting through Jan. 8,
said Robert Schulte, director of food
and housing services.
The I ,936 students that occupy
the residence halls are expected to
leave by noon Dec. 16.
"lfs impractical to keep the place
open for 20 or 30 students," said
Schulte. "It's not economically
feasible."
Karen Glaser, dean of students,
said many students go back home
during Christmas break. Foreign
students, she said, have host families or travel during the break.
Schulte said the doors to all the
residence halls will be locked from
the inside. "Fire regulations won't
allow us to h<J.Ve people stay there,''
he said.
When students leave, Schulte
said, they are asked to lock their
belongings in closets to secure them.
"The students only usually take
what they are going to need for that
period of time (Christmas break).
They don't move out lock, stock and
barrel," he said.
If students forget. something important, said Schulte, they should
contact the housing dean, who will
verify their dorm resident status and
then determine if the item is vital. If
the item is found to be vital, students
must then make an appointment with
the dean to pick up the item.
"In no case do we allow anyone
other than the resident in to get the
item," Schulte said. But there is a
rare exception, he added, "Only in
extreme circumstances do we allow
parents in. Our obligation is to the
occupant and not the parent."

Give
of Life
Donate Blood Plasma
elp Others and Help You

ssoo bonus

with this coupon on first
donation only.
1 per coupon not valid with other
coupons.
Expires 12-21-84

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
22 Yale Blvd. SE
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A "skeleton maintenence crew"
will remain at La Posada Dining
Hall, said Schulte, but no meals will
be served during that period of time.
"We try to do enough planning so

266-572

lhi! academic year," said Schulte.
Students will be able to move
back to the residence halls on Jan. 7,
but they will be charged an extra
day's rent, Schulte said, because
contracts don't begin until Jan. 8.

Turral is silver lining for football team
By Scott Carroll

·

· Every cloud has a silver lining-

' some are just harder to find than
others. With that in mind, the "Sil·

. , ver Lining Award" for this year's

dismal University of New Mexico
· ' football season had to be the per. formance of junior running back
. Willie Turral.
Turral earned at least one satisfying: Christmas gift this year as he
led the Western Athletic Conference
in rushing yardage, gaining J,064 ·
yards on 190 carries (5.6 yds. per
carry}. His 10 touchdowns placed
him second in the WAC behind
Wyoming's Kevin Lowe, who
scored 1J.
Turral's 1,064 yards was the
fourth highest single-season total in
UNM history behind Mike Williams' 1,240 (1976), Fred Henry's
1,129 (1971) and Williams' 1,096
(1977). Turral is also moving up in
the all-time career rankings with
1,720 yards (ninth) and 17 touchdowns (seventh).
. Recently, Turral was honored for
his efforts by being named an AllWAC performer. So how docs he
feel about the I 984 season?
"Disappointed," said Turral,
who is considered the hardest worker on the team. "We had a great
opportunity to put together a winning season, starting off 4-0, then

·.'·

Willie Turral
the roof caved in.'' (Actually the sky
caved in, as the Lobos lost their last
seven games).
At the start of the season Turral
said he hoped his family back in
Tallahassee, Fla., would finally get
to see him play.
"Wouldn't you know it, the one
game they see me play was the BYU
game," Turral said with a moan,
(UNM was humiliatcd,losing by 48
points while being shut out.) ••After
the game I called my parents and
said •I hope you didn' I watch the
game,' but they had, They told me,
'better luck next time."'

ALIENS LAND!
••• we print tlJe news
you want to read.

Snow decorated the West Mesa foliage early Tuesday morning. The yucca is New Mexico's state flower and is often used
as Christmas decorations by natives.
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Ill Cornell S.E. (between Nunzio's and the P.O.)
Open 11:30-9:00 p.m.

Thursday, Dec.. 6

PICKERS &r
S<i}UEEZERS

6:30-8:30
PLAYING TM.DITIONAL ~IUSIC FROM
AMEIUCA, IRELAND, THE BRITISH ISLES
AND ELSEWHEHE
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KURT'S CAMERA CORRAL

3411 CEJITltAL liE
524 COitOIIllOO CUTER
1713 .JtJAW TAllO In!

The losing streak notwithstanding, going into the season finale
against Hawaii, Tumil needed 90
yards to become the first Lobo since
1978 to break the I ,000 yard b.arricr.
"At Hawaii, the whole team was
pulling for me to get it. Before the
game the lineman told me, 'we're
gonna get it for you,' and they did,''
Turral said.
As for the future, Turral said,
"Right now I'm just getting ready
for finals, and looking forward to
next season. I've got to work on my
pass blocking, which is the weakest
part of my game. I'd like to add
about five pounds and come in at 190
pounds next season. We're going to
have a great offensive line next year,
and I really feel we can be one of the
best teams in the league."
Considering UNM was 1-7 in
league play this year, Turral also
gets the "Optimist of the Year
Award"
Extra Points: Lobo sophomore
receiver Kenneth Whitehead is also
making a name for himself in the
UNM record book. Whitehead's
713 reception yards this season was
the fifth-best ever at UNM. For
career totals, he has 67 receptions
(seventh) for I, I 33 yards (sixth).
With two years of eligibility remaining, he has a good shot at thr, UNM
records, held by Preston Dennard,
of 142 receptions and 2,257 yards.

Aerobics Now
Available!

LIBERTY

GYM

Student
Discounts
Available
2525 Jefferson NE
884~8012

Close to UNM

DUNICIN'
DONUTS
5525 Gibson Hd:. Albuquert.or
1085 South St, Francis. Santa l'e
3030 Eas1 MoJo, Farmington
2500 E. lilghway 66 Gallup
4201 Central NW Aibuqu•r ••
1812 Eubank NE; Albuquerq~• .

·II
I
I

Son Mateo Ntl, Albuquerque.
4416 Wyoming Bl•d.NE, Albuquerque
5502 4th St., .Albu. querquo .
3301 Coott NW, Albuquerque

.

1900 C.ntral SE, Albuqu.,que
.1109 Juan Toho Blvd. N£. AlbuquerqUe

DUNKIN'
DONUTS®
It~ worth the trip.

Coupon must be surrendered upon redemption.
One coupon per cUStomer. Avai._Ltble .it ~U JU.n.lci~tltlg Dunkin' Donut! ~hops
OUt:r nu.y not be c:ombincd With .tny other Offer

1
I
I
I
I
I

_________...______ _-sJ
Offer Good: thru 12·10·84

Limit: 2 offers per coupon

Open 24 Hours, 7 Days a Week .

12

0

~ F~eHour~Piay
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Limit. one person. time tables only

Happy Hour 4-7
Good food & good drinks

9603 Lomas N.E.

294-8853

Pre-Professional
Skills Test
(PPST)
Test Date: January 19, 1985
Registration Deadline:
December 13, 1984
Place of Registration:
UNM Testing Division
Fees: One test-$20.00,
Two tests-$25.00,
Three tests-$30. 00

WANTED:
Beautiful Athletes
(or reasonable facsimiles thereof)

I

Dozen Donuts
$1.92

r--~-------Good-F~-(;;,-;----,

Would you like to represent the University of New Mexico in San
Diego, California, and compete for the title of the most beautiful
athlete?
Then enter to compete in UNM's Most Beautiful Athlete Competition to be held on campus onSaturday, Dec. 8, at 9:30 at the
South Complex Althletic Training Room.
All women who are enrolled as full-time students are eligible
to enter. Skill. and athletic events include a 25-yord swim, a 60-yard
dash, a basketball shoot, and a softball throw. Entrants will also be
tested in flexibility, vertical jump, and resting heart rate.
UNM's top finalist will compete against those of other universities during HOLIDAY BOWL WEEK, Dec. 17~ 22, for the title of MOST
BEAUTIFUL ATHLETE.
This will even be televised and the contestants will be competing for scholarships and a variety of other prizes.
Entry blanks are available at The South Complex Athletic
Building.
.. .. .
For more information contact Kelly Blake at 277-6536
Only 32 women will be selected to compete and entries close
Dec. 8, so get those entry blanks in right away!
It's a fun and challenging competition. that we know you'll
really· enjoy!

L__________________.,.__..________.
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MICHAEL KEATON
JOE PISCOPO MARILU HENNER
MAUREEN STAPLETON PETER BOYLE
GRiffiN DUNNE GLYNNIS O'CONNOR
DOM D~LUISE RICHARD DIMITRI
DICK BUTKUS DANNY DEVITO

Everyone knew

what eJeffrey
should do
with his life.
Everyone was wrong.

;

/?ECQVS!{if/?£[)"1

YOIJ'R£ ON THe
11/R.!j

"AU THINGS

R/f.(1)1151ClEPEJ"!
YOU 'REi ON7H£J
AIR!~

GREAT STYLE ... "13UZZER CUTS"
for support hove our special perm or color weave ...
and just scrunch your curls in

-"~I·,
-r~·.,.ti

.•

242<Kl1.3
500 Copper NW Corner of 5th and Copper
·~·.JLOOM

COUNTY

Ladies' and Men's

20°/o Off
,, .:., :'·"'"

......

PlllN'r WOKK

01/T ? ww. 1 SHIPF'6Il
WHeRe 15 HIM OfF.
HIH'

I

\,.,-.

lobo
men's
shop
2120 Central SE

Organized crime has never been
this disorganized!
A legend in his own neighborhood.

ABC Motion Pictures presents a MERCURY ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION
of a GARRY MARSHALL Film "THE FLAMINGO KID" Starring MATT DILLON
RICHARD CRENNA HECTOR ELIZONDO JESSICA WALTER
Story by NEAL MARSHALl Screenplay by NEAL MARSHALL
and GARRY MARSHALL Produced by MICHAEL PHILLIPS
Directed by GARRY MARSHAll

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX PRISIIIS AMICHAEL HERTZBERG PRODUCTION
AN AMY HECKERUNG FILM ·MICHAEL KEATONoJOHNNY DANGEROUSLY
WOE PIScDPIJ-;;;;J MARILU HENNm oMAUREEN STAPLETON oPETER BOYLE
GRIFFIN DUNNE oGLYNNIS O'CONNOR· OOM DELUISE· RICHARD DIMiml MD DANNY DEVIm
P~lflm"WEIRD Ar' YANRJ lltiJOHN MORRIS • 1"'fiNlltMAN GIMBEL
8 DAVID M. WALSH iBBUD AUSTIN All HARRY DRY
1111
, NORMAN STEINBEOO • BERNIE KUK(ff ·HARRY DBY •JEFF HARRIS
~MICHAEL HERTZBEOO ·~AMY HECKERLING
..e-•Uiliii•Sclttiilllll!lsbiS lls*eii!IJS ...,~,_.r.y,.,,...,,.-

~

-

.......

. . . . . •m•
cttt,\JIII,.,e~.IEII

STARTS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21 AT SELECTED THEATRES. STARTS fRIDAY, IHCIMBIR 21 AT SILICTID THIATRIS.

Robbins 3 oz. PolyPro
·Underwear (womens tops)
Reg. $17.95 SALE $11.95
Robbins 6 oz. PolyPro
top (men's & women's)
Wallace Berry Style
Reg. $29.95 SALE $19.95
Robbins 7 oz. PolyPro Sweatpants
(men's & women's)
Reg. $36.00 SALE $23.58
Robbins 100% Cotton Wallace Berry Pullover
(men•s & women's) . ,------r~
R.e ..•
g $22.95 SALE $15.95( ·/-. v' >..-~

<'.~. ./. ·/;

Canvas Bomb. er Jack.et
100% Cotton
(UniseM,M,L,XL only)
Flannel Lilted
Reg. $66.95 SALE $46.95
Billy Goat 100% Cotton
Corduroy Pants (men's).
Reg. $39.95 SAlE $28.95

M,.OVNTAINS

~&RIVERS

.

(_

~~··· ·

~._J,

~

/ · . rn·~j

; r

~

·

i·

I ; '1

· ·· . . I ,

.

. · .

tV

2320 Central NE: • 268·4876 ('()

Sundays
11-5

243-6954
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PRESENTS THIS MONTH
Dec, 19:

M.AB.K F.AB.NER

in concert
Formally of Gra,nd Funk Railroad
Tickets $5,00 in advance
at World Wide Tickets

Dec. 20:

THE ALL MALE BEVIEW
$3.00 Cover

Dec. 26: CHEAP TRICK in concert
Tickets $8.00 in advance at World Wide Tickets

CLEO PARKER ROBINSON
DANCE ENSEMBLE

$teQP-ing Out SJJ_otlite
Studio presents If The Cap Fits
The University of New Mexico's award-winning Opera Studio presents a selection of works
this evening at 8:15p.m. in Keller Hall.
An enthusiastic Marilyn Tyler,
director of the Opera Studio, explained that not only has UNM
been distinguished by the Stu·
dio's recent first-place award for
Abduction From the Seraglio,
but also by the large representation of UNM students in the
National Association ofTeachers
of Singing (NATS) competition
within the Texas-OklahomaNew Mexico region.
The O)X"ra Studio placed 14
undergraduates in the semifinals.
Of
Jeanette

DeTevjs, Patricia Vigil and Todd
Parker became finalists.
Tonight's production features
the one-act opera If the Cap Fits
by English composer Geoffrey
Bush, based on Moliere's farce
The Precious Ones. Scenes and
arias from famous operas, including Mignon, Tales of Hoff·
man, The Marriage of Figaro
and The Old Maid and the Thief,
complete the studio's presentation.
Tickets are $2 for students,
faculty, staff a.nd senior citizens,
$3 general admission.
Other Keller Hall events
coming soon are:
•The
Brass Quintet

on Thursday at 8:15p.m., free.
eFifth String Bluegrass on Friday at 8:15p.m., $4 and $3.
•Duo Composition Recital
with ClU'l Donsbach and Mohammad N adertabar on Saturday at 4
p.m., free.
•Junior Recital with Laura
Ellen White playing the flute on
Saturday at 8 p.m., free.
mTickcts for these performances are available at the Fine
Arts box office (277-4402), open
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Monday
through Friday, and one hour
prior to curtain.
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Arts
)Pop,_jazz and bluegrass

1

Music to cram by
Daryl Hall and John Oates bring
their soul/rock m!lsic to Tingley
Coliseum on Friday. As the hit "Out
Of Touch'' vibrates over the air
waves as a song and video the duo
continues to delve ever deeper into
modem urban trends. ·
Cory Heart replaces Xavion as the
opening act on this leg of the tour.
Tickets are available at all Giant
Ticket outlets.

.........

~

From out of the American fusion
landscape have come the Methenys
and Towners that shaped jazz.
inspired pop music. Simon and
Bard are a band in this modem tradilion.
Their album Tear It Up won four
and a half stars from Downbeat
while the band itself inches into th~
higher ranks of the International Critics Poll (also by Downbeat).
The Simon and Bard Group will
appear at Danbi 's (on north Coors)
tonight through Saturday at 9 each
evening. The group is also holding a

jazz clinic at Sandia High School
from 4 to 6 Thursday evening.
If you can't make it tonight, listen
to KUNM, which will simulcast
their show fro~ 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
- R,J. Olivas
There are some things about
music that everyone knows. For instance, Cajun music comes from
New Orleans, country music keeps a
mailing address in Nashville, and
Bluegrass hails from Kentucky right?
Well, maybe. This Friday evening at 8:15, Keller Hall will host a
Hawaiian-based bluegrass band.
Maui Wowie is not, in fact, the only
kind of grass grown in our 50th state.
The Fifth String, a six-member
bluegrass ensemble, got its start at
an Air Force talent contest in 1976.
The Simon and Bard group.
The group still maintains that "it
really is only a hobby, a labor of group disbanded for about a year,
Hawaiian Grown Bluegrass.
love.
but managed to reunite in Hawaii
Tickets are available at the Fine
After beginning their musical where they soon met with successArts
Box Office for $3.
career in Texas, the six-member and recorded their albu_m,
- By David Stucky

'To croak or not to croak?'

Endgame answers nuclear question

Friday • December 7 • 8:00 pm

KrMo THEATRE
5th & Central

CALL 766;7816 For Tickets

$9, $7, $5

Endgame, Samuel Beckett's modern comedy of dehave a sense of humor in the long. nuclear winter to
spair, will be presented in Humanities I 08 Thursday, . come?'' Beckett's answer seems to be "Yes." The
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. Beckett, best known for
author once stated that the most important sentence in
Waiting For Godot, won the Nobel Prize for Literature
the play is: "Nothing is funnier than unhappiness."
in 1969. Endgame, like Godot, is kind of philosophical
The Eccentric Theatre Company's production stresvaudeville in which comic characters are stuck in a
' ses the vaudevillian nature of Beckett's art and lets its
horrifying situation.
seriousness come out naturally.
The chief element of dramatic suspense is a parody of
The production features William Weldon as Hamm
Hamlet: "To croak or not to croak, that is the ques- the ham-acting, tyrannical patriarch of this nuclear
tion.'' The title is a chess term referring to the stage of
family . Clov- the adopted son- is played by Chuck
the game when the end is in sight but still in doubt.
Pike under the influence of Keaton and Chaplin. Nagg
The four characters in the play, none of whom has a
and Nell, the old folks stashed away in garbage cans, are
properly functioning body any longer, are holed up in a
played by Jeff Hudson and Lane Lucas as a Punch and
bomb shelter years after the nuclear wiuter has set in.
Judy team gone to the dogs.
The dialogue is a contrived exercise in the art of repartee
in the manner of the old music hall tradition of the comic
Tickets are available at the door. Admission is $5.
and the straight man.
Thursday night's performance offers a special halfThe play as a whole asks the question, ''Will anyone
price discount for students.

SUB Th.eatre
A knockout of a movie
The UbiiOSI in
•

~~

..... C..J\0

suspense ...... __ '-....

From the team that made 'Z'
He's been chased, thrown through a window. and arrested.
Eddie Murphy is a Detroit cop on vacation In Beverly Hills.

If Killian's Irish Red
is a ten,
German beer is a nein.

Any resemblance to actual events or to

anyone living or deed Is not accidental.

Thurs. & Fri. 7:15 & 9:15
GIUO PONTECORVO'S

THE BA'ITLE
OF ALGIERS
r~,

Now don't get us
The Germans
some pretty fine
lh<l':er-s. But none of
slow-roast their
like we do.
So no Gentian beer
boast the color.
the character, the rich,
linlCrC~ctibJy smooth taste
"''"''~-·~ Red Ale.
So the next time
"'r•*'' .... about to order
favorite German
try a Killian's
Red, instead.
And go from a nein
to a ten.

lw•·nnr>.

'

Sat. 7:00 & 9:15
Opens Wednesday, Dec. 5'" at a Theater Near You

ASUNM
Film Committee
277·5608
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Aggies take Game One, 67-64
By John Moreno

The Lobo offense looked slug"
gish. Earlier in the season, Colson
The late, great baseball sage said he would look to Hunter Greene
Branch Rickey, in describing a and Mike Winters as this year's vertalented rookie's mistakes, said, sion of outside shooter Nelson
·'He is making errors or cnthu- Fransc. Although Greene tied his
~insm." He might have been talking
career high with 16 points. which
about Lobo basketball player Paul led all scorers, Winters only scored
Lawson.
six points on 3 for 7 shooting.
The freshman point guard from
"They knew where l was,' • WinChkagotllrned the ball over ut some ters said of the Aggics. "Even when
cmcial points late in the second half l shot, 1 still had a man in my face,''
a•, the University of New Mexico he added. That didn't bother Winnu;n's basketball tcum lost to the ters too much, though, because it
New Mcxil:o State Ag:gics, 67-64, left George Scott open underneath.
Tuesday night in University Arena. And the 6-7 senior post player reA Pit crowd of 17,570 watched sponded with 14 points and much
the Lob<Js' second straight Joss, t'ol- more aggressive play than in the loss
lowing Saturday night's 64-56 sct- to NAU.
hw:k at the hanlh of Northern AritoBut Winters said the team needs
na, which gives thl'm a .1-2 record. to play httrdcr as a team. •'There's a
Lawson agrec•d artcr the game that
lot of good individual play. but we
he ha~ to tone down his energy. "1 need to play harder on offense," he
got a littk hypt•r," the former Chi- ~aid.
cauo all·dty prep player .~aid. But he
P.:rhap~ the Lobos could tt\ke a
addt•d tlmt he doc~n 't feel any extra t'cw pointer~ on teamwork from the
Chaparral~. the UNM dance and
pn:"un: at the college level.
( \1hnn 'iitid it's a young Loho spirit group, which performed at
halftime. Doing a routine which
tc'<!lll which··~ ill make mbtakcs. but
h,· w1ll ,taml hdliml. hh players all
won them first place ar a national
tht• •.qv "\Vt• all -;a\~ Phil Smith do compctition this ptlst summer in
~nnw ;,rat~ thm)!~ in hi~ fir'it two
Dalla>, the Chaparrals cxltibit.:d
precision timing. ~
wa~> ... In: 'aid. in answ~r to l.aw\,ou·-.. tUfllO\-t"r"
But tlwn. they've b~.:n playing
( ·"1'''11 "a'• a'Kcd whv hc didn't together longer than the Loho~ have
p~.t\ 'cninr h~uard Nilc' l)p.:kcr) lor und Wmtcrs ~ai<i the team need~ to
lt>n:•,·r thanthrw minute~. At fir<.t he takl' less time at the beginning of the
lu:tlgcd hy ~aying that Dlll: isn't a game to feel out the opposing ucpoint ;,!Uanl. hut then 'aid he W<l~n't fensc.
,at,~licu w1111 D<,ckcry·s play of
Rim shots: The Lobos only hit
late.
eight of 17 shots from the foul line.
('olson continued, "Our cxccu- "Any team that shuots 47 percent is
lion ton offense) was very, wry J!Ollna get beat,'' said Colson. UNM
poor··--· it's inexperience, it's nerves outreboundcd the Aggies, 35-31,
and a little fear. This is a very fragile but State was able to convert importeam; there arc a couple of seniors. tant offensive rebounds into points.
but most of them arc so durn Colson said the return of Johnny
Brown will help under the boards.
young."

Improved Lobo gymnastics squad to start season

Brown, who cracked a bone in his
left foot last month, will play in the
Lobos' next game in Las Cruces on
Dec. 17. Colson said Brown may
start if· 'he is physically and mentally prepared." That, apparently, remains to be seen.
Aggie Andre Patteson led his
team with 15 points and 13 rc·
bounds. Elston Jones added t 3
points.

By John Moreno and
Barbara Armijo
Pete Longdon knows what it takes
to coach a winning gymnast. Years
.' ago, when he was back in West Vi~
ginia, he coached a very young pupil
named Mary Lou Retton.
But this is 1984 and the University of New Me~ico wol!len'~ gym-

nastics coach will be taking hts team
to Colorado Springs Saturday to the
Rocky Mountain Open. While it's a
preseason meet, Longdon said it's
important, nonetheless.

Lobos to face
Tough Sooners
The University of New Mexico
wrestling team, coming off a poor
performance aguinst New Mexico
Highlands last Friday. faces the
third ranked Oklahoma Sooners
tonight at 7 p.m. in University
Arena.
The Lobos' 33-18 win against
Highlands didn't excite bend Coach
Bill Dotson. ''It was an exhibition of
sloppy wrestling with little emphasis
on the mechanics we work on every
day."
Curtis Luttrell acco1mtcd for nne
of New Mexico·~ wins. pinning his
opponent in the 167-pound division
with l:I!l gone in the nwtch Lnub
'
Loya. wrc~tling at 126 pound·,. defeated hb upponcnt; Bruce Garner,
118. wun on points 14-5. and Jon
Head. 158, also won on points, !1-7.
New Mexico's Darren Massey, 177.
and Dave Vurik, 190, won their
matches by forfeit.
Kelvin Scarborough scraps fort he ball with an Aggie player as
"! th:nk our wrestlers might have
been preoccupied with Oklahoma NMSU's Elston Jones (31} looks on.
and overlooked Highlands," said
Dotson.
Why schedule Oklahoma? "We said Dotson. "I think we have some
The Sooners return five All· arc striving to build a top-caliber wrestlers that are ready to compete
Americans from last year's fifth- wrestling program at UNM, so we at a high level of national competiranked squad.
must compete at that level now," tion."

.

,,

He said the Lobes' ftrst meet to
count in the nationalrankings will be
the Hawaii Invitational at the end of
December, so it's good to get in
some unofficial competition first.
Other strong teams which UNM
will be facing include Denver University, Nebraska, and Brigham
Young. In his third year as head
coach, Longdon has four top scorers
returning from a team which averaged 177 points per meet last year
and just missed making regionals by
one point.
The irony of it all is that Utah
State beat out the Lobes in its overall
seasonal average to make regionals,
but UNM beat the Aggies in last
year's final regular season meet by
four points at Logan.
"I don't know how they figured
it," Longdon said. "It devastated
the kids (the Lobes) but it didn't

damper them so much that they
won't come back this year. They're
very proud," he added.
man, the Lobos have added depth.
The junior, who took last year off,
had held the school record in the
floor exercise before Gonzales
broke it last year. She is also strong
on the vault, but needs to improve on
the beam and bars, Longden said.
"She has all her tumbling back
and it's as strong, if not stronger"
than two years ago, Longdon added.
Backman has been working on a unique skill in the uneven bars, and she
could be the only women in the
world doing it at this time, Longdon
said.

Langdon is encouraged with his
four new recruits: Iliana Carrillo,
from Mexico City; Diana Lichten·
stein, from Houston; Patty Rothwell, from Hobbs; and Amanda
Lucas, from Long Island, N.Y.
Both Rothwell and Lucas will redshirt this year.

said. "She has great giant swings on
the bars. I think she needs to work on
her dancing, but she is clean enough
to score 35."
Longdon said his decision to redshirt Rothwell was a difficult one.
''She has so much talent but was just
undertrained in Hobbs. The only
"Iliana is a talented kid," Long- facilities available were in the
school system. Next year she has the
don said. "She is going to be an possibility
to score a 36 plus."
asset for us this year. When she
Lucas was Longden's top recruit
cleans up her performances, she'll
have strong performances on the for this year, but w.ill redshirt this
season because of a knee injury,
floor, uneven bars, and beam. "
"She didn't even know about the
Lichtenstein was recruited out of injury until this summer. It was a
Houston for her strong vaults and real loss because I was counting on
ability on the uneven bars, Longdon her. She would have pushed

Antoinette for the top all-around
spot."
Peggy Carrillo, a junior from
Albuquerque, is a walk-on for the
Lol>os this year. "She is not strong
enough to compete regularly but she
is someone I can count on," Longdon said. "I asked her to walk-on
because I saw how she improved
throughout the summer.''
Regarding his prized pupil from
years ago, Langdon said Rctton
hasn't decided on college yet. But if
she does go, he said that he has about
as good a chance to get her as anyone. It's just too soon to tell.
Next week: A preview of the Lobo
men's gymnastics teams.

Good friends won't leave you flat.
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DECEMBER
RACQUETBALL OPEN
Men's & Women's
single elimination tournament

DECEMBER 14·23
cash award for expert intermediate & novice

That proud bunch will be led by
junior Antoinette Gonzales, whose
all-around score of 37 .S last year at
regionals sent her to the NCAA
championships. "Right now she's
prepared on three events," Longdon
said. He said she is working on a
new trick on the uneven bars and is
"coming along very well."

WIN UP TO $2,40000

Budweiser®
KING OF BEERS..,

Tracy Kwiatkowski, who scored
a 36.35 to qualify for regionals last
year, returns fother senior year. She
is ready to go on all four events,
Longdon said, but may have some
trouble on the vault.

MARK SENTENEY

1406 Eubank NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87112

(505) ,93·9725

Budweiser/UNM telsure Services PJayer of the Week
The Budwei!H!r/UNM Leisure Services Player or Ute Week Is Mark Senteney,

SAV£ s6025
X-COUNTRY
PACKAGE

Mark, an Elementary Education junior trom Santa .re, led the "Jukebox
tferos" to the 5' 10" and over basketball championships. Mark stated, "with
exceptional teamwork from excellent teammates, the (hamplonshlp was
htevltable. Spetlal thank!! goes to 'Slap'.'' Once again, congratulations to
Mark Senteney, this week's Budwelser/UNM Leisure Setvlces Player of the
Week.

Asnes Classic Ltd
Norboot "Christy"
Rberglass Poles
Rottefella Bindings
Mount and Wax

~!\ ~
~·-radcase Pllc:e
.....__
- .

__

$87.95
42.50
t 4.95
12.95
11.75

Totall70.20
$109.95

Senior Chris Riser is coming off
an inconsistent year, Longdon said,
but wants very badly to improve this
year. "I think she can," he said.
Sophomore Deneen Black. "will do
eKcellently," the coach said.
''She is vaulting well, artd has a
clean floor routine," Longdon said,
adding Black's bar routine has been
changed and she has the ability to
push a score of 36 in the all-around.
The reason Longden sets 36 as a
score to aim for is the fact that a total
team sco.re of 180 would be good
ei!Ough for the team to be ranked
nationally in the top 20 and possibly
the top 10.
Under NCAA rules, the top five
athletes' scores are counted iii a
competitioiJ, There are four events
in women's gymnastics: the vault,
floor exercise, uneven parallel bars
and the balance beam. Out of a
possible perfect score of 200, Utah
won the national championship last
year With a score of about 183,
umgdon said, •
With the return of cyndi Back·

The moon was up, the stars
were out and-pfftt! -your rear
tire was down. Good thing there
was a phone nearby. And a few
good friends who were willing
to drive a dozen miles, on a
Saturday night, to give you a
lift. When you get back, you
want to do more than just say
"thanks:· So tonight, let it be
LOwenbrau.

Lowenbriiu. Here's to good friends.
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lWOUf.OROO\t APARTME'<'T, Tv.M•Iu.:ku"uth
,,f .amru,, Zi~.OO UH-5221 e\enings.
IZ ·w
WOMA-; ROOMMATE TO share 4 bedroom house,
4 bh><ks south or .:ampus. l'irepla.:e, hardwood
nonrs. Basement ideal for •·raruwork. You use two
bedrooms. $250. mo plus 'i utilities. 268· 7285. !2110
t:HI('IENCY COTTAGE. NO pets. $210/mo plus
utilities $ll0 tiepo~it. :119 Cornell SE. Inquire wilhin
N caii~66·3•W.
1210s
}'t:MALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share two
bedroom apartment n~ar Girard and Indian School.
If intere1ted please call Cmdy268·S101.
12110
ROOMMATED WANTED TO share large two
bedroom hou~e- '"mile from UNM. $150 per roo nth,
•: utilities. Call Jay afte~6:00 p.m.,255-6253. 12tM
NONSMOKING JJOUSEMATE NEEDED starting
12il5. 150/mo(Jllus uri.). Near\JNM. 242·0537.

.,-i>(lii'£'1 AT

their fine-~ in heautifu'
··PIItf:cru ( ·,JJoftldn. l\"k about 4.1Ur t:r\l'loS \.:nuntry "k1
i'•" k,,~, \ntlrr< Ran• h. PO ll••x 310, <reed e. to
~:_L::• .. .'.~,~~~!~'I_ __----~~___g~

Services
"'OT I· "'(WLll 111\!F: to •lean your hou~e or
ul'..lrtrnem' l et u'i do >1 for YOii. Reliable, Rcspon·
•·ahlc. lmrd>>orking and bonded. Reasonable pncc~.
< Jll luhc;!98-4002orlleth82l·OOB5.
12110
1-IR~l WORD I'ROC'ESSING. The1e;, dissertations,
•en" papers. 8500 Mrnaul NE. 298·9468.
12110
Qt':\(.ny WORD PIHX'ESSING, Term papers,
thc•,c,, dillenations. 1t1w rate~. Helpful ~el'ice.
I'JLkur deh~ery. 268-1203.
12110
f\;.r-C'lf.AN H'I'ING. Term papm, them, ar·
•·d~··· rc•,umc;. Cali!U. ('csarz, 294·2235.
12tl0
I'J.\ '10 UiSSONC, ·- AU. ages, level<: tuura
1\r,llltcr • :!6~ 1352.
12:10
Will~HIACK RIDING U~'iSONS. Begrnner to
.:ah,l11"cJ. Engli1h or Weltern. Everything provided.
f<~".t··••ilablcnuc;. Jeanette, evenings822·8473.
2101
il~(:,\rsJ•: VOl' CAN'T be ton thin or ton rich
'nu' J '<mer not be tnn husy to La11293· 1262 or 27741·~~ ncmngs.
12: 10
;;;J:t.n 100 OVERW};JGUT people for welght·loss
pa>~ram. 884-g4Sfl
12!0~
PltOff~'iSIONAI. WORD PRO<"t:SSISG, papers;
manu,.,ipt;, thCICS, lCIUiliCS. Call The Home om~e
RR4- 1491.
tfn
\':{)l'R WUGHT·LO!)S hot•line is 884-9456. l2iOS
rm: WRITER'S CHOICE, Typing. $1.00 per
i.lnublcspaced te~l page. Te~hnlcal typing available.
;o~~ q801 (0a~1imcl.
12;·os
w()Ro I'ROCESSJNG. QllALITY, accurate work.
r~rm papen, tbeses, resumes. Nancy, 821· 1490.

12110
n-PtNG 255•3337,
lt!S
n PISG SERVI('t:S, TERM p:tpers and report5.
Du•.mm repom nnd correspondence. Pat :Z94· 1033.
121'10
Ol'TSTANniNG QliALJTY,
REASONABLE
pr1.:cs l1apers, manuscripts, word processmg, theses.
Rc,umcs. 88HJ)l3.
12110
lYI'ING PROJFA"SIONAI..'i Tlff:SIS, dissertations,
rCJ1flm, ~tatistical, etc. We spedalite in statistical
t~pmg. Minor grammaucal editing mcluded. Annita
Rohb•m292·90l31293·1461.
12/10
JIIGII QUAI.ITY T\'PING on word processor;
rt:t1onable rates. Call Good Impressions 294·1564,

12110
A('CllRATE EXCELLENT TYPIST. Term papers,
resumes, etc. 294·0161.
1/31
QUAUTY T\'PING. FAST, accurate, arrordable,
294--8133.
12/10
TYPING. TERM PAPERS. Reasonablecharge •.299·
1240.
IllS
PROBLEM WITII MATHMATICS? Statistics?
Sciences1 Paul can help, 265-7799 evenings.
tfn
A & L BKKG - WORD ptocming and typing
service1. 406 San Mateo NE. Phone: 268·1076; 2940273.
2128
WORD PROCESSING PAPERS, ie1Umes. APA
fonnat.. etc. Jim 2$5-2150.
12/10
TYPlNG. LET US do il while you study or party.
241-5146.
12/05
PROFESSIONAL T\'PING: MARY 265•1088
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Employment

PART-TIME TAX preparers needed. Must have
kno\\- ledge of tax preparation. No experience
ne.:e;sary. Day evenings weekends $4.00/hour. Call
(Jioria Padilla 3444230.
12110
PART·TIME SALF.S. Must have sales and/or
personal computer e~perience. Minimum of20 hours.
Send resume to Softwaire Centre, 7618 Menaul NB,
Albuque•que, NM 87110.
12110
COIIITINENTAL AIRLINES TOURS, WJ~ need
dvnamic, highly motivated sludents 10 be our campus
representatives, Earn commissions while organllin8
grou)'ls of fellow 1tudents tra~eling lo our .vacation
12110
de1tinations. Please call the UNM part·ltme em·
ploymcnl office and refer to job "SE!". Interviews
IIOl'SF.MATE WA:-11EI> OWN bedroom and bath
will be held soon.
12/0S
3 or house. No pet~. $225, half Utilities. 293·55 18;
WORK/STUDY STI!DENT, 20 hours/wee!;, $4,;!$.
841-6252.
12105
$4.~0. hour, Youth Employment Programs, en!lOUSE REQl'lRED J'OR couple from New
thuliastie, 1elf·starter. Call Will Hoffman, Work
Zealand Mid January to May. Phone 268-4686.
l'nlimited, City 11f Albuquerque, 766-7200.
12110
12 10
WA~'TED:
GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTOR for
SHARf: HOl!SE- SE. Own room. No smoker~.
Preschoolers. Asslsl in an Expanding Program. Call
Melissa, 243·8386.
12110
89R·7334. Westside Gymnastic Academy,
12110
APARTMENT FOR U:ASE, t\\-0 bedrooms, Lead
WAN"TEC; PREFERED MEDICAL sludent, with
and l!nhersity, a~ailable Dec 16,$365, 842-8752.
own transportation to lit with male patient a few
12'05
hours. Hou~s and salary to be discussed. 243·2561.
HOt:S~:MATE. TAYLOR RANCH non·smokers
12/10
emrloyed, S2SO, •, Utilitie~. private bath, bedroom,
1 NE~:D A Spanish language tutor. Hours must be
share kitchen, laundry, living, dining rooms. Call
flexible. Call Rick - 822·8430,1eave mmage. 12110
Kerry883·1122, 898·5050.
IZiiO
START \'OUR NEW Year out right with a job at
Wll.l. SIIARE NICE house nearby with non·
school relations. Several jobs available for work·
;moking, male grad student. $210 including utilities.
study qualified applicants. Call217·5161.
12/10
268·6617.
12110
GOVERNMENT JOBS. St6,559·S50.SS3/year. Now
REASONABLY QUIET ROOMMATE needed.
Hiring. Your Area. Call 1·80,·687- 6000 Ext. R-9786.
Nice, close neighborhood. 265·5 117.
01114
12/10
Al.TERNATIVE LIFESTYLE: BRING your
$60 PER IIUNDRt:n paid for processing mail at
RV<Travel Trailer 10 Palisades RV Park, 9201
home! lnformatlt:m, send self·addre1sed, stamped
Central NW, 83I·5000. laundry, showers, rec room,
envelope. Associalts, Box 9S, Roselle, New Jersey
IS mm. toUNM.SISOtmonth plus tax,
12110
07203.
12105
408 PRINCETON SE. Two bedroom furnished, and
GAIN BUSINESS EXPERIENCE: part•tlme
unfurnuMd. Good SF location near UNM and TVJ.
position open at the NM Daily lobo business office
$3SO'month, L'tilities Paid! The Vaughan Company,
for astudenfintere$ted in the following: worldng with
821·351 I.
12/S
the public, typing, general bookkeeping and ae·
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
counting procedures and co'tlputer experience. Prefer
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
a business or accounting student. Apply Marron Hall
or efliciency, S270 to 5310, All utilities paid. Deluxe
rm 131. Work-study qualified only.
tfn
kitthen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
WORK FOR SOCIAL Change! Organizing and
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
(undraising, Call ACORN 243·9'192 fuiVpart time
couple1, no pets, Open Sundays, 1520 University NE.
positions available.
12/10
243·2494.
tfn
WORK-STUDY/NON work-study students. Have a
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Olrard
job wafting for you when you return for spring
N.E., S2SO/mo,, ror one person, $270/mo. for 2
semester. Bring class schedule and apply at NM
persons, all ulililies paid, 5175 security deposit. Fully
Union l'ood Services, Student Union Bldg, Call217·
furnished.security locks and laundry facilities. No
2811 if you need addltionalinfonnatlon.
12/10
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
PART·TIME POSITIONS available Immediately to
promote the premiere ~cason or The New Mexico
Repertory Theatre. High energy a must. Theatre
background helpful. Call Ms. Fontera at 262·0917
83 YAMAifA MOTORCYCLE SOce. E~cellcnt between 1·3 and7·9p.m. only.
12105
condition. $350. 262.0833 afternoon days-.
12/05
STUDY·OFFICE Assistant, Albuquerque
WHOLESALE DYED COITONWEAR: adult, Pollee Depanment Fiscal Ofrice. Accounts Payable.
Light typing. Robert Cordova, 848-3250.
12/10

For Sale

wM

evening~.

12/JO
TYPIST. TERM PAPERS, re1Umcs. 299·8970. 1131
99Ct;NTSPAGE, degreed typlst,344-334S.
12/10
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. IBM, Pickup/delivery
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Good quality copies
require good
quality typing.
Do your typing at

$4.00 Valuable Coupon
See Page 6
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01/14
~\~'~· 'l>UWll -~~ -l..im~;is filr (.'hrlstmas brenk.
" _ ~,:~'"':'-~w<m•s- SS~·?9-IS.
1210~
~,,, \ ... n., . lli.)i.u: during ~>inter break; ski
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The Navy presently has
several openings for the
most exciting and challenging job in the world -- Navy
Flight Offic~r. If you qualify,
we will guarantee you a seat
in the most prestigious flight
school. At the completion of
training, you will fly the
Navy's high performance aircraft. BSJBA degree. .ess
than 29 years old. Excellent
health. 20/20 vision not required. If you think you can
qualify, and would like to
earn up to $33,000 in four
years, contact:

1·800-354·9627

'

,. _ "''

\*IHR Rlllt:lt FOR Colorado Springs/Pueblo
~ ·:.J. ~ ,•,h•l ·~mest~r. Cr.U277·287~.
12/0S

Lust& Found
l tl..<;\ Sl'-\INl ESS STEEL Seiko watch, blu~ facein
:" 11-"-'1 Sl'B men's bathroom Friday 11/30. Reward
'•'' 1rtmn, 1111 questions asked. Contact Paul 836h\.1.'
12/10
\\ .-\lU:T ROWN LOST November 30, Papers
'~lu~ble. Contact243-0IOS.
12/0S
lOST 1111 GOLD frame prescription glasses near
\\ ,.,,dward Hall. Return to Marron Hall 131.
Re>~arJ.
12/05
lOST WOMAN'S TOPAZ pendant. Family
hwloom. Reward. 836.2496,
12/10
Hf:WLETI P,\CK~RD CALCULATOR found
Mechanical E:ngineeriqg Bldg. Contact Jim 242·9572.
12/10
LOST AMYTHEST RING sometime in Sept. Sentimental value. Reward 277-4528, after 5:30 869·
2724.
12110
LOST I.IBRARY BOOKS? Check in room Ill
Marron Hall.
12110
LOST- SMALL AMETHYST heart pendant.
12110
Reward. 266-8480,
If' YOUR LOST keys aren't here, Chris open$ locks
and fits keys. Chris's Indoor Store, 119\11 Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262-2107.
tfn

Miscellaneous
Oll, YOU BJ;;TTE~ watch out, you belter not cry,
better not pout, I'm telling you why. The Turquoise
Flamingo is already in town. Vintage shopping for
Santa 120 Amherst NE. Sundays till New Year. IUO~
IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for S44 through the
US government? Getthe facts today! Call 1·312·742·
I 142 Ext. 9340·A.
12110
WII.D WEST MUSIC wants to sell it alll Great deals
at our Janu~ry Clearance Sale going on right now in
Peceroberl Save S·SS~o o:t Bve~ythlng from quitars
and amps to keyboards and acce1sories. 700 First
Street, NW. 243-2229. Hurry! Sale ends January 2,
1985.
lUIO
RF.SEARCH: CATALOG OF 16,000 topic~. Send
Sl. Research, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago JL 60605.
(312) 922·0300,
12/0S

l'ARAC!IUTt: PANTS CLOS£ out sale! While
Slippl!cs ia1t. We don't want them any more. $9.99 a
puir, 2 pair for $18.99. Kaufman's West, A real
Army/Navy Store. 1660 Eubank NE. 293-2300. 12110
MO'UNTAIN BIKES ARE affordable. Ska1e City
255·4336.
121 I 0
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING? KAUFMAN'S! Mash
Trivia Gnme, Children's Camo, !·shirts, grenades,
bombs, Indiana Jones Fetloms. Kaufmlln's. A real
Army/Navy Store. 1660 Eubank NJ>, 293·2300. 12110
COI.D? ltEt\l.LYI WHY? down coats, leather
jackets. earmuffs, gloves, watch-caps, murncrs.
Kaufman's A real Army/NavY store. 1660 Eubank
NE. 293-2300,
12110
SA,LE THRU DECEMBER 10·500/o off all bOilkS, •
folkwear patterns, imported clothes and gift items.
The Bookcase 109 Mesa SB 247-3102 Tuesday.
Saturday 10-6,
12110,
QUALITY USED BOOKS, Numerous oUt·of·print ..
Southwest and more. Pyre's, 3023 Central NE. 12110
CANNOT Afi'ORD INSURANCE? There are many
discounts available to UNM personnel and students.
Inquire about affordable and repulable car, life,
mobile home, homeowners, renters, and health insurance, No pressure or pushy sales pitch. Ask for
12/10
John at298-5700 (days and evenings).
SHOP PYRO'S FOR juggling, magic and unusual
IZ/10
gifts, 3023 Central NE.
EYEGL,\SSF;S. WHOI,ESALE TO the
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices. Sport f~ames and sunglasses. ounedain
tfn
Opticians, 2SS·2000.
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Yule Log
WEIBKE- MERRY
CIIRISTMASI
Looking
forward to seeing more of you now. Bead a.
12/05
H£Y FLASH - DON'T give grandma "Shelly" n
coronary on the train! You all have a Merry
Chrislmasl Love, squeezes, and 000, (hugs), The
Jock Strap Bandit.
I2/05
MERRY CIIRISTMAS DUPER- I'm looking
forward to our 2nd together. love Scooper.
12105
s.v. TilE ONLY reason I look forward to Chris!·
mas, is that 1'11 be able to spend it with you. I Love
You. P.O.
12105
DEAREST TONY - ALL the warmth and cheer of
Yuletide fires couldn't warm me as you do. Christ·
mases will be full of light, laughter, and joy for us
through all the years. Thank-you with all my lo~e.
Kim.
12/0S
HAPPY CHRISTMAS .B.IRTIIDAY, DAT. Love
Carl·lyleA. BcnnetUmd Verna.
12105
MARK F. ZIMMEPMAN 2nd floor wouldn't be the
same without you. Happy Holidays! S.C.
12t0S
TO ANDY SANCHEZ Merry Christmas- Our lirst
but not our last! I Love You! Prescitla.
12105
MERRY XMAS MAR\' "Hartman" from aU the
ones you passed up.
12'05
ALABAMA WOMAN: FOR Christmas you gel 40
lashes with a hair brush! (If you knowwhatl mean.),
12ll0
NALGAME UIOSI FELIZ Na>idad a todas las
gorda! olvidadas. Un gran ar~ope.
IZdO
YULE BE GLAD to hear that STUDENT'> <an
spread Christmas cheer for only 10 CENTS per >~ord
per issue In the Daily Lobo's Yule log smion No•
28 to Dec. 10 (fi\·e issues}. Only one more chance left
tfn

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 A bit of
5Where
Canea Is
10 Lodging
14 Entity
15 Thrall
16 Preposition
17 Early cycle
19 Run
20 Sports
palaces
21 Can. CPAs
22 Be unhappy
23 Spiteful
25 Honey
26 Flabbergast
30 Malay gibbon
31 Birds
34 African city
36 Plank
38 Equaled
39 Unsuitably
42 Footlike
part
43 Composer
Copland
44 Nickel alloy
45Agree
47 Family
member
49 Raison d' 50 Blacken
51 Portion

53 Fog
55 Convened
56 Private
61 Kick In
62 Loosely
connected
64 UK money:
abbr.
65 Black bird
66Gab
67 Coal holders
6Binsects
69 Old Olympics
site
DOWN
1 Fiji port
2 Sunday
punch
3 Length unit
4 English
school
5 Hand tool
6 Agt.
7Tending to
release
electrons
8 Right now
9 Seasons: Fr.
10 Spice
11 Registration
12 "Avast!"
13 Carry
18 Bottletop

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

24 Drum
25 Goodwife
26 Grass genus
27 Melodies
28 Kind of
hockey goal
29 Bite
31 Silkworm
32 Fisherman
33 Fashion
35 Chastise
37 Mr. Palmer,
familiarly
40 Scoundrel
41 Drive

slantingly
461:nllsts
48 Sons
51 Apostolic
52 Cessation
53 Jumble
54 Penetrating
55 Slave
57 Locale
58 Compound
suUix
59 Spanish
artist
60 Deers' kin
63 Water body

